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MINIATURE FIGURINES LTD
1-5 GRAHAM RD, SOUTHAMPTON Tel:20855

T/ie ̂alky^ of the
^ouf ̂Winds

25mm

Fantasy
photos not to scale

The Good People

VFW. 71 The King of the Good People.
VFW. 72 Hero.

VFW. 73 Wind Demons Ornate Chariot (7 pcs).
VFW. 74 Guard with Halberd.
VFW. 75 Guard Officer.
VFW. 76 Guard with Standard:
VFW. 77 Guard with Long Spear.
VFW. 78 Heavy Infantryman with Spear Advancing.
VFW. 79 Heavy Infantryman/Spear Upright.
VFW. 80 Civilian with Drum.
VFW. 81 Body Speared on a Tree.
VFW. 82 Soldier Officer.
VFW. 83 Soldier with Spear.
VFW. 84 Soldier with Sword.
VFW. 85 Soldier with Axe.
VFW. 86 Civilian/Fire Beacon.
VFW. 87 Civilian/Pitchfork Attacking.
VFW. 88 Civilian/Spear Attacking.
VFW. 89 Civilian/Flaming Staff.
VFW. 90 Cavalry Soldier Officer Mounted.
VFW. 91 Cavalry Soldier/Sword Mounted.
VFW. 92 Cavalry Soldier/Spear Mounted.
(Use Horse Nos. A27 or A37 for Cavalry.)

VFW. 40

VFW. 41

VFW. 42
VFW. 43

VFW. 44

VFW. 45

VFW. 46

VFW. 47

VFW. 48

VFW. 49

VFW. 50

VFW. 51

VFW. 52

VFW. 53

VFW. 54

VFW. 55

VFW. 56

VFW. 57

VFW. 58

VFW. 59

VFW. 60

VFW. 61

VFW. 62

VFW. 63
VFW. 64

VFW. 65

VFW. 66
VFW. 67

VFW. 68

The Living Dead

The Great Bell S Tower (8 pos + Wheels).
Hanging Tree Pole & Bodies (4 pcs).
Cart Full of Skulls & Bones.
Winged Demon Attacking Girl (2 figs).
Two Skeletons Pulling Spiked Tow-bar.
Skeleton Pushing AgainstA/Vheel.
Two Skeletons Pulling Bell Rope.
Two Skeletons Pulling Bell Rope.
Winged Devil.
Specta.
Beelzebub in Goat Head Form.
Skeleton Priest, Robed/Cross Standard.
Skeleton Priest, Robed/Skull Standard.
Skeleton Monk, Robed/Horse Skull Standard.
Skeleton Monk, Robed/Pointing.
Skeleton with Spear.
Skeleton with Sword.
Skeleton with Serrated Spear.
Skeleton with Sweeping Axe.
Skeleton with Scythe.
Skeleton Attacking with Scythe.
Skeleton Attacking with Spear.
Skeleton Attacking with Sword.
Skeleton in Cloak Throwing Spear.
Skeleton with Fire Beacon.
Skeleton with Trumpet.
Skeieton with Horse Skull Drum.
Skeleton Horse Rider with Spear.
Skeleton Horse Rider with Sword.



HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.
MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE CAST MODELS

LICENSED MANUFACTURERS OF: HERITAGE U.S.A. DER KRIEGSPIELER U.S.A. BUGLE & GUIDON U.S.A.
VALIANT U.S.A.. SOLE IMPORTERS LABAYEN.

^^liantr) cTWiniatures ILABAYEN
Lancer Trooper 1812
,  Cat. No. 230.

9732 French Line

Infantryman 1813

54mm and 90mm Collectors Figures

stardaterSDDD
Warfare on the Milky Way.
The bitter struggle between the outnumbered forces of
the United Planetary Federation and those of the
Alien Star Empire began with the Alien invasion of
Federation territory in SO 3021-7 and has lasted eight
long years. No end is yet in sight. Many inter-GalacticS ships are now available.
Send S.A.E. for list.

FIGHTING SAIL 1:2000
Sailing ship battles of the Napoleonic era
can only be brought to real life using these
highly detailed cast ships and sails. Together
with full painting and rigging instructions.

All lists now available please send S.A.E.

These exquisite 54mm
Collectors figures are still
available either direct from

ourselves or your nearest
retailer. If you haven't seen
any of these figures then
hurry while these prices hold.

£2.50 Foot

£7.48 Mounted

Send S.A.E. for list.

DER KRIEGSPIELER FANTASY FIGURES OF LORE AND LEGEND
^  ̂ (£1.40 per pack)

Red Goblins
1404 Great Goblins with Maces

& Whips (6)
1405 Great Goblins with short

swords and Bills 16)
1406 Great Goblins command (4)
Easterners
1438 Men of Ruin with bows and

spears

Speciai Personaiity Set
1475 Evil Riders (3)

Gobbles and Boogers
1453 Tasmanian Devil 13) - ■ f

1476 Amazons (6)
1477 Skeleton men (6)
1478 Pixies (8)

Men of Goodly Nature
1486 Hillmen of Lame (6)
1488 Spearmen of Ringo (6)
1490 Rangers with bows and spears (6)
1494 Rangers of the North (3)
Allies of Goodly Men
1504 White Horsemen with Lances

Mounted (3)

Send S.A.E. for full list.

HERITAGE 15mm
AUSTRIAN NAPOLEONIC:
15/211 Landwehr defending.
15/214 Elite infantry Hungarian Grenadier 1'

charging. 1
15/208 Hungarian Fusiliers charging.
15/213 Elite infantry German Grenadiers P

defending. 1!
15/209 Hungarian Fusiliers attacking. 1!
15/210 Hungarian Fusiliers defending. C
15/215 Tyrolean Jaegers firing. -|j
Command Packs II
15/CP46 German Fusilier command pack. 1!
15/CP47 Hungarian Fusilier command pack.

15

You'll be amazed
at the number of 2Smm

figures we've remodelled In ^
the last 12 months. Send a S.A.E.
^  for full list and sample.

/CP48 German Grenadier command pack.
15/CP49 Hungarian Grenadier command

pack.
Prussian Napoleonic
15/196 Guard Jaegers.
15/187 Hussars.

Command Pack
15/CP33 GuardJaagarcommand.
15/CP36 Hussar command pack.
15/CP41 Landwahr Lancer command

wearing shako (now available).

OIEXT MONTH: W.W.II 15mm tanks, armoured cars, etc. 15mm Napoleonic
Russians. 25mm Fantasy to mention only a few.

The Hinchliffe Handbook Q.50 from your retailer, £2.80 direct.
Price list 20p plus 9p p&p.
Our manufacturer In the U.S.A. - Heritage Models Inc., 9840 Munro Drive,

Building 106, Dallas, Texas.

The perfect base...
The perfect finish...

White Primer - Matt Varnish
Specially formulated for use
on metal - plastic - wood.

latt Varnish • 6«. can
ated for use ^ ftom your retailer +
c - wood. lOp postage and packaging

direct.
Full stocks now available.



MCTAL

MINIATURES

23 GROVE ROAD

LEIGHTON BUZZARD

BEDS. LU7 8SF

ANNOUNCES.

New Ranges of 20mm. W.W.II Figures,

British, U.S.A. & German.

ALSO

25mm. GAULS, Redesigned SAXONS.

" DRAGON MINIATURES"

15 Science Fiction Figures with space ship

Asterix Obelix & friends -

Based on these well known characters.

Catalogues 20p, From Mail Order Office

20mm. Figures lOp. & IIP.
25mm. Figures lip Foot
25mm. Figures 26p Cavalry.

20p Science Fiction.

54mm. Figures £1-50.

i

FIGURES



NCTTINGtiAM MCGEL SCLUEI^ SEiCP
7 WOLLATON STREET,

NOTTINGHAM. QARRISON 25mm. figufcs
Telephone Nottm. 43457

CARTHAGE

Standard Bearer

Officer

Drummer

Citizen Spearman 1st Class in
reserve

Citizen Spearman 1st Class
attacking
Citizen Spearman 2nd Class
Mercenary Balearic Slinger
Mercenary Cretan Archer
Mercenary Numidian Javelinmar
Libyan, unarmoured attacking
Spanish Scutaris
Gual Mercenary
Gallic Chief
Gallic Standard Bearer

Gallic Swordsman

Gallic Archer

Gaul in Reserve

Cavalry Officer
Standard Bearer
Cavalry, Armoured
Cavalry, Numidian
Cavalry, Spanish
Gallic Nobleman

Gallic Cavalry

War r.lephant with 3 crew

ASSYRIA
Officer with sword
Infantry, attaching
Infantry in reserve
Standard Bearer
Archer armoured
Archer unarmoured
Infantry, mail coat
Infantry, unarmoured
Slinger armoured
Slinger unarmoured
Infantry, mail coat, attacking
Infantry, unarmoured, in reserve
Cavalry Officer
Standard Bearer

Armoured Cavalry
Armoured Cavalry
Unarmoured Cavalry
Heavy chariot with 3 crew

SAXONS
HSl

HS2

Huscarl with dragon standard
Huscarl with spear and round
shield attacking
Huscarl with sword and round

shield, attacking
Huscarl with two handed Danish

axe, attacking
Huscarl with two handed Danish
axe and slung shield
Huscarl with spear, kite shield and
javelins
Select l yrdman, mail shirt, round
shield and spear
Fyrdman with round shield and
spear

I'yrdman with kite shield and
club, attacking
fyrdman with two handed Danish
axe

I'yrdman with throwing axe
Archer

GREECE

G1 Officer
G2 Standard Bearer
G3 Hoplite in reserve
G4 Hoplite attacking
G5 Trumpeter
G6 Peltast

G7 Slinger
G8 Archer

G9 Sythian Mercenary Archer
GIO Spartan Hoplite in reserve
G11 Spartan Hoplite attacking
G12 Theban Hoplite attacking
GI3 Peltast
G14 Theban Hoplite in reserve
GCl Cavalry Office
GC2 Standard Bearer
GC3 Cavalry, Corinthian helmet
GC4 Cavalry, Boeotian helmet
GC5 Cavalry, Attic helmet

ROMAN EMPIRE
REl Tribune
RE2 Centurion
RE3 Sifnifer
RE4 Comicer
RES Aquilifer
RE6 Legionary attacking
RE6A Legionary marching
RE7 Auxiliary attacking
RES Auxiliary Slinger
RE9 Auxiliary
REIO Auxiliary Asiatic Archer
RECl Cavalry Officer
REC2 Standard Bearer
REC3 Cavalry, armoured
REC4 Cavalry, leather armoured

ROMAN REPUBLIC
RRl Standard Bearer
RR2 Centurion
RR3 Trumpeter
RR4 Princepes
RR5 Haslati
RR6 Triari

RR7 Veleti
RRCI Officer
RRC2 Cavalryman
RRC3 Standard Bearer

PERSIA

PEl Officer
PE2 Standard Bearer
PE3 Immortal attacking
PE4 Infantry unarmoured
PE5 Immortal in reserve
PE6 Immortal firing bow
PE6A Shield for PE6
PE7 Infantry unarmoured in reserve
PE8 Infantry unarmoured. Javelin
PE9 Infantry firing bow
PI',9A Large shield for PE9
PEIO Infantry armoured, attacking
PEl 1 Phrygian attacking
PEl2 Phrygian in reserve
PEl 3 Phrygian, double headed axe
PECl Officer MTD
PEC2 Standard Bearer
PEC3 Cavalry unarmoured SP and SH
PEC4 Cavalry unarmoured SP and bow
PECS Cavalry unarmoured
PEC6 Clibanarius
PEC7 Camel, rider armoured
PECS Camel, rider unarmoured
S20 Sythed chariot, 2 crew

MEDIEVAL
MEl Knight, plumed basinet
ME2 Knight, basinet open
ME3 Knight, chapeau de fer
ME4 Knight with 2 Handed Swoid
MES Knight with Mace and Chain
ME20 Knight with Poleaxe

MEN AT ARMS ON FOOT
ME6 Short spear and shield
ME7 Glave no shield
MES Battle axe and shield
ME9 Flail
MEIO Long Bowman firing bow
MEl 1 Long Bowman selecting arrow
ME 12 Genoese Crossbowman
MEl 3 Crossbowman readying cross bow
ME16 Scots Swordsman

MEl 7 Scots Axeman
MEIS Scots Spearman
ME19 Infantry with Halberd

CAVALRY

MECl Knight, with lance.
MEC2 Knight with Sword
MEC3 Knight with battle axe
MEC4 Knight with mace
MEC5 Knight Bachelor
MEC6 Knight with Banner
MEC7 Knight with L. Banner
MEC9 Man at Arms
MECIO Crossbowman

NORMANS
Knight with kite shield and spear
overarm

Knight with kite shield and spear
underarm

Mailed Archer
Unarmoured Archer
Crossbowman
Italian Mercenary, round shield and
spear

Italian Mercenary, kite shield and
spear

Knight with spear at rest
Knight with spear, overarm
Knight with spear, couched
Knight with spear, banner

MONGOLS (11-I2th c.)
Ml Korean Auxiliary Unarmoured
M2 Korean Auxiliary Armoured
M3 Miautse Spearman
M4 Officer
M5 Chinese Auxiliary Archer
MCl Cavalry with lance, armoured hse.
MC2 Cavalry firing bow
MC3 Cavalry with javelin
MC4 Uighur Lt. Cav.
MC5 Camel War Drummer
MC6 Khan
MC7 Sangmiau Crossbow Cavalry
MCS Sangmiau Spear Cavalry

Foot 13p
Cav 28p
Char. £1.20
Eleph. &F.30 I

All prices plus 10% postage and packing.



SKYTREX LTD
}

ACTION 200
MANY WARGAMERS AND COLLECTORS HAVE ADMIRED OUR 1/200th
ARMOURED FIGHTING VEHICLES AT EXHIBITIONS OVER THE LAST FE\A/
YEARS BUT UNTIL NOW WE HAVE BEEN UNABLE TO EXPAND THE
RANGE TO ITS FULL POTENTIAL. IT IS AN IDEAL SKIRMISH SCALE AS
THE INFANTRY ARE LARGE ENOUGH TO SEE AND HANDLE EASILY,
THE MODELS ARE DETAILED TO 1/76th SCALE STANDARDS AND THE
FIRING DISTANCES LOOK REALISTIC ON THE TABLETOP.
(1/200th SCALE = 9mm figure height)

BRITISH

Crusader 35p
New Matilda 35p
New Valentine 35p

Churchill 35p
New Bishop 35p
New 6 pdr. A.T. Gun 20p
New 25 pdr. Field Gun 30p
New Quad & Limber 30p

Austin 3 ton Truck 30p
Austin 3 ton Bowser 30p
Bren Carrier 20p

U.S. A.

Sherman 35p
Sherman Firefly 35p
Grant 35p
Lee 3.5p
M3 '/2 Track 30p
GMC2y2 ton Truck 30p

GERMAN
Pz38(t)
Pz III ausf F

New Pz III ausf N
New Pz III ausf F1

Panther

Tiger I
New Jagd Panther
New Stug III

Sdkfz 234/1 A/car

Now Sdkfz 234/2 Puma
New Sdkfz 234/4 Pak 40

Sdkfz 251

Sdkfz 250/1
New Sdkfz 250/9 A/car

New Nebelwerfer
Pak 40 A.T. Gun
88mm Flak 36

New Sdkfz 7 Tractor
Opel Blitz Truck
Kubelwagen

RUSSIAN

T34/76
T34/85

KV1

KV2

New SU85
New SLI100
New SLI152

Gaz 4x6 Truck
Gaz 4x4 Truck

Conquest 25mm
Fantasy Figures
NO MIDDLE EARTH ARMY IS COMPLETE

WITHOUT MOUNTED FORCES

Goblin Cavalry
AJ15 Goblin Lancer on War Wolf 45|
AJ16 Goblin General on War Wolf 60|
AJ17 Goblin Standard Bearer on War Wolf 60|

Dwarf Cavalry
AJ30 Dwarf Crossbowman on War Boar 45|
AJ31 Dwarf General on War Boar 60|
AJ32 Dwarf Standard Bearer on War Boar 60]

Elven Cavalry
AJ45 Elf Lancer on Unicorn 50]
AJ46 Elf General on Unicorn 65|
AJ47 Elf Standard Bearer on Unicorn 65|

Goblin Army
AJ1 Goblin Leader 20

AJ2 Goblin with Scimitar & Shield 15
AJ3 Goblin Archer 15
AJ4 Lesser Goblin with Club 12
AJ5 Hobgoblin Halbardiet 15
AJ6 Goblin Standardbearer 20
AJ7 Goblinwith WarTrumpet 20
AJ8 Goblin of Deaths Head Regt. 15
AJ9 Lesser Goblin Slinger 12
AJ10 Goblin Spearman with Shield 15
AJ11 Lesser Goblin Javelinman 12

AJ12 Goblin with Blunderbuss IS

Dwarf Army
AJ20 Dwarf with Two Handed Axe 15
AJ21 Dwarf Crossbowman 15
AJ22 Dwarf with Sword & Shield 15
AJ23 Dwarfwith Battle Hammer 15
AJ24 Dwarf Leader with Odins Scourge 2(
AJ25 Dwarf Standardbearer 2(
AJ26 Dwarf Spearman 1!

Elven Army
AJ41 Elf Armoured Spearman 1i
AJ42 Elf Bowman 15
AJ43 Elf Leader 2(
AJ44 Elf Throwing Javelin 15

INFANTRY PACKS

GERMAN INFANTRY (lOfigures) 25p
GERMAN SUPPORT WEAPONS (10 pieces) 25p
RUSSIAN INFANTRY (10 figures) 25p
RUSSIAN SUPPORT WEAPONS (10 pieces)25p
BRITISH INFANTRY (10figures) 25p
BRITISH SUPPORT WEAPONS (10 pieces) 25p

WE ALSO HAVE A RANGE OF
MODERN A.F.V.'s IN THIS SCALE.
WATCH NEXT MONTHS ADVER
TISEMENT FOR FURTHER NEW
ADDITIONS.

FANTASY SPECIALS
AJS1 Ogre with Club
AJS2 Zombie

AJS3 Demon with Trident
AJS4 Vampire
AJS5 Large Wolf
AJS6 Emmisary of Darkness
AJS7 Minotaur

AJS8 Warrior Bard with Sword & Lute
AJS9 Hierophant (High Priest)
AJS10 Mounted Wizard Leader
AJS11 Hunchback Wizard
AJS12 GreatTroll

AJS13 Beast Master
AJS14 Manticore

AJS15 Winged Gremlin with Bident
AJS16 Marsh Boar

AJS17 Wraith on Winged Horse
AJS18 Owl-Lion

AJS19 Unicorn

MAIL ORDER ADDRESS
28 BROOK STREET,
WYMESWOLD,

LEICESTERSHIRE.

Barclaycard & Access Orders
Wecome

Telephone:
Loughborough 213789

POSTAGE a PACKING

UK, BFPO, 10% OF ORDER VALUE
(Minimum lOp, Maximum£1)

E.E.C. - 10% OF ORDER VALUE
(Minimum 20p)

OVERSEAS - 30% OF ORDER VALUE
(Minimum 50p)

Goods will be despatched by the fastest
method within the money allowed postage.

Our new Spring 1978 lists are now available,

Send a stamped self-addressed envelope
plus a 15p postal order.

NEW FROM SKYTREX
Armies of the Crusades W.R.G. £3.85
Muskateer Rules 16-17th Century
by Dave Mlllward £1.05

Bifrcst Volume 2 Combat £2.25
Western Gunfights Rules 65p
Renaissance Army Lists (W.R.G.) 90p

LAND BATTLES RULES
3000 B.C. to 1250 A.D. (W.R.G.) £1.30
Ancient Army Lists (W.R.G.) 70^
Ancient Wargames Guide (Airfix) £1.60
Gladiatorial Combat Rules (Paragon) 65p
Symwar Caesars Cdnquests 85p
Wars of the Roses - Medieval (Decalset) 70p
1500 -1660 2nd edition (Birmingham) 70p
Napoleonic (L.W.S.) 68p
Napoleonic Rules for 1 /300 scale (G. W. Jeffeiy) 60p
1685-1845 (W.R.G.) £1-30
'Voltlgeur' Napoleonic Rules (D. Miilward) £1.05
Renaissance Army Lists (W.R.G.) 95p
W.W.I Land Rules (Skytrex) 75p
W.W.n Rules (No. 1 Wargames Command) 90p
Armour/Infantry Action 1925 -1950 £1 -3^
Micro-Warfare-Ground Forces W.W.II (Skytrex) SSp
SymwarW.W.II Rules £1.^
Symwar Modern Rules £1 -65
Symwar Maps.(10 types available) 55p eacf
1950- 1975Armour/lnfantry (W.R.G.) £1.2f
W.W.II Rules - basic )M. Philpott& R. Thompson) 25f
Renaissance Rules (W.R.G.) £1.3(
Airfix Napoleonic Wargaming (hardback) £1.61
Middle Earth Fantasy Rules £1 -O!
WW2 Wargaming (Airfix hardback) £1.61
Roman Chariot Racing (incl. board) .95|
Airfix WW2 Wargaming (Hardback) £i.6(
Bifrost Volume 2 Combat £3.25

PUBLICATIONS
Napoleon's Campaigns in Miniature (hardback) E4.95
Armies and Enemies of Ancient Egypt
and Assyria £2.71

Armies and Enemies of Ancient China £3.5t
Armies of the Greek and Persian Wars £2.7(
Armies of the Macedonian and Punic Wars £1.95
Armies and Enemies of Imperial Rome £2.7(
Armies of the Dark Ages £3.5<
Armiesof Feudal Europe 1066-1300 £3.8
Wargames Campaigns £1 -9
Bifrost Fantasy Campaigns £2.9

TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE

1 Western Desert (hardback) £3.9
2 Russian Campaign (hardback) £3.9
3 Tank Battles Western Front (hardback) £3.9
4 Mediterranean Campaign (hardback) £3.9
5 Air Battles in Miniature (hardback) £^

MINIFIGS SKYTREX (U.K.) LTD.
13 GILLINGHAM ST., LONDON, SW1.

150 yds from Victoria Station

Massive stocks. Open Mon-Sat 11.30-5.30.

NO MAIL ORDER AT THIS ADDRESS.



HEROICS and ROS FIGURES
Specialists in 11300th scale. Heroics & Ros Figures are manufactured in high
quality tin-lead alloy. They are not the same as any other maker's tanks. Try
some and see the differencel Send s.a. e. for new full list of items available.

WORLD WAR il MICRO-AFVs at 12p each.

NEW! BATTLES WITH MICRO-TANKS,
rules by M. Greenan. £1.05 post free.'
Fantastic value includes fast moving,
accurate combat for Armour, Infantry
and Ground Attack in 1:300 scale.

German

Panzer II B
Panzer II F
Panzer II Flamm
Wespe
Lynx
Panzer III J
Panzer III M
Panzer III N

StuGIIIG
Panzer IV D
Panzer IV F1
Panzer IV F2
Panzer IV H

StuG IV
Jagdpanzer iV
Hummel
Nashorn
Panzer 38(t)
Marderlll Sd 139
MarderlllH
Hetzer
Panther D
Panther G
Jagdpanther
Tiger I E early
Tiger I E late
Tiger II Porsche
Tiger II Henschel
Jagdtiger
Elefant
Brummbaer
Sturmtiger
Hanomag Sd 251/18
Hanomag Sd 251 /I D —

late version

Sd251/10 + 3.7Pak
Sd251/16Flamm
Sd 251 rocket launcher
Arm'd Maultier Rocket

Launcher

Sd250
Sd 250/9 a/c
BtV Funklenpanzer

Ostwind AA

Wirbelwind AA
Opel Blitz
Opel Blitz with office body
Opel Maultier softskin
Kubelwagen (6p)
Schwimmwagen (6p)
BMW + sidecar (6p}
Bussing Nag truck
Raupenschlepper Ost
SdKfz 222

SdKfz231
SdKfz 234/1
SdKfz 234/2 Puma
Protz tractor
Kettenkrad(6p)
SdKfz 10
SdKfz 11
SdKfz 7
3.7 Flak on SdKfz 7
Flakvierling on Sd7
Pak 35/36 + crew
Pak 38 + crew
Pak 38 +crew
Pak 40 + crew
Pak 43/41 + crew
Pak 43 on cruciform trail
+ crew

7.62 Pak 36 (r) + crew
10.5 cm howitzer + crew
15 cm howitzer + crew
17cm howitzer + crew
8.8 Flak 37 + crew
7.5 cm G36 mountain
gun + crew

7.5cm infantry gun
15cm inf. gun + crew
Nebelwerfer + crew
Karl tracked mortar (15p)
German standing gun
crew separately (8p)

German kneeling gun
crew separately (iOp)

Mountain crew

separately (lOp)
Rommel personality set

with Rommel, staff
officer, despatch riders
and half-track (25p)

Me 109G(15p)
Fw190D(15p)
Ju 87B(15p)"
Hs 129(15p)
MeBf 110(15p)
Me410(15p)
Fw189(15p)
DFS 230glider(15p)
Gotha glider (30p)
Me 163
BR57 Armoured

Locomotive (50p)
Armoured wagon with
10.5cm In turret and
3.7 Flak (3Gp)

Panzer 38(t) on flat car
(30pL

Flat car for mine defence
Panzerdraisine rail patrol

trolley
Straight track
Curved track
Do217E(25p)
Ju52 (5Dp)
Me262(15p)

USSR
BT-7

T34/76B
T34/760
T34/85
KV1

KV2

SU85
SU 100
T28
T35(15p)

JSII
JSIII
ISU 122
ISU 152
T-26B
BA-10
BA-32
BA-64

T-70
GAZ-AAA
GAZ-60
JAG-12
GAZ-67(6p)
Katyusha on Studebaker
Katyusha on GAZ
M42 45 mm AT + crew
M41 57 mm AT + crew
M44 100 mm AT + crew
M39 76.2 mm field gun
+ crew

M31/37 122mm fieldgun
+ crew

M38 152mm howitzer +
crew

M31 203mm tracked
howitzer + crew

Russian standing artillery
crew separately (lOp)

Russian kneeling artillery
crew separately (lOp)

57mm AT on Komsomlets
SU76
SU-37-1AA
Komsomlets
Staiinets
GAZ-AAA + quad AA
Polikarpov 1-16 dSp)
ll-2Sturmovik(12p)
Pe-2 (15p>
Yak-9(15p)
La-5(15p}
MiG-3{15p}
Russian Armoured
locomotive (50p)

Armoured wagon with
T34 turret (30p)

Flat car
Straight track
Curved track

UNITED KINGDOM
Tetrarch
Honey
Grant
Sherman M4A1
Sherman Firefly
Matilda
Valentine II
Valentine IX
Archer

Bishop
Churchill III
Churchill SBG bridge-

layer
Churchill AVRE
Churchill Crocodile
Churchill ARK
Ram Kangaroo
Churchill Carpet Layer
Deacon

Scorpion Flail
A9
A10

A13
Crusader 11
Crusader III

Cromwell
Comet
Challenger
Sherman Crab
Sherman DD
Marmon Harrington
Humber Armoui ed car
Daimler Scout Car
Daimler Armoured Car
Universal Carrier

Sexton
Wasp flame-thrower

ACV Dorchester
ACVAEC
Crusader AAMk 1
Crusader AA Mk 2

2 pdr. portee on Chevrolet
6 pdr. + crew
2 pdr. + crew
17 pdr + crew
25 pdr. limber & crew
5.5 in howitzer + crew
7.2 in howitzer + crew
Bofors 40mm AA gun
Morris 6x4 Bofors tractor

Quad Tractor
Scammel tractor
Bedford QL
Ford (Canada) 15cwt

truck

Chevrolet 15cwt.
Chevrolet 3 ton
Bedford OL with office

body
Bedford OY 3 ton GS

Chevrolet Petrol Tanker
ScammelTank

Transporter
British kneeling

artillerymen separately
(lOp)

British standing
artillerymen separately
(lOp)

Spitfire IX (15p)
Hurricane II (15p)
Mosquito FB Vl(15p)
Typhoon IB(15p)
Horsa {50p)
Hamilcar (50p}

USA

M3 Stuart
M5 Stuart
M24Chaffee

Ml 8 Hellcat
M4A3 Sherman
M4A3E2
M4A3E8
M4A1 dozer

M10
M36

M26 Pershing
M7B1 priest
M12 155mm SP

M3 half-track
T19 105mm GMC
M3 75mm GMC

Jeep(8p)
LVT Buffalo
Greyhound M8
Studebaker 2!^ ton truck
Sherman Calliope
Weasel
M4 High Speed Tractor
Dodge Weapons Carrier
DUKW
Studebaker Gasoline

Truck
White Scout Car
3 in AT gun + crew
75 mm Pack howitzer +
crew

105mm howitzer + crew
155mm Long Tom + crew
Ml 6 SPAA
American artillery crew
standing separately (lOp)

P51DMustang(15p)
P47D Thunderbolt (15p)
P40EKittyhawk(15p)

ITALIAN
Ml 3/40

Semovente 75
CV L6/40
Semovente 47/32
47/32 AT gun & crew
Fiat G50 Bis (15p)

Ros Mioro-AFV's and modern period micro-tanks are

3" 12p except where marked.
Heroics Figures in 1/300th scale dre 70 pence per
pack of 50 infantry, 20 cavalry or 6 guns.

MODERN PERIOD MICRO-TANKS

We regret very much that continuing increases in costs
have made it necessary to increase our prices.

1/300th SCALE FIGURES 70 pence packs.

SOVIET

T-72Tank

T-62Tank

T-55 Tank

T-55 dozer
T-55 mine clearer

T-10M tank

PT-76 light tank
BMP-76(BMP-1)
8TR-40P with Swatter

BTR-60PB APC

8RDM-2APC

BRDM-2 with Sagger
ASU-85SPgun
UAZ-469 jeep
BM-21 Rocket

Launcher
ZSU-23-4SPAA

ZSU-57-2SPAA

D-30122mm howitzer
+ crew

M55 152mm howitzer
+ crew

M55 100mm AT gun +
crew

BTR-50APC
BMD Pat^troop APC
BM -14 towed rocket

launcher* crew

GAZ-69 jeep
URAU-375 truck
SA-6 Gainful AA missile
SA-9 Gaskin AA missile
SA-2 Guideline AA

missile

M1974 122mm SPG
ASU-57 SPAT gun
GAZ-69 + Recoilless

rifle
FROG-7 artillery missile
on launcher truck

MiG-17

MiG-19(15p)
MiG-21 (ISp)
MiG-23(30p)

MiG-25 Foxbat (30p)
Su-7(15p)
Su-9 (30p)
Su-15(30p)
Yak-28(30p)
Mi-8Hip(30o)
Mi-24Hind(30p)

USA
M60A1 tank

M60A2 tank
li/148A2 tank

M551 Sheridan light
tank

M60A1 dozer

Mil 3 APC

M113 recoi lless rifle
M113 + T0WAT

missile

M163 Vulcan SPAA

M730Chaparral SPAA
missile system

M106 mortar carrier
M114 recce vehicle
M72B Combat

Engineer Vehicle
M110 SP howitzer
M107 SP howitzer

M109 SP howitzer
Commando armoured

car

XR311 High mobility
wheeled carrier + TOW

M41 Walker Bulldog
light tank

M42 Duster SPAA

M548 tracked carrier
Honest John missile on
launcher truck

Hawk AA missiles on

M548 launcher
M577 command

vehicle
Dragon light AT missile
set of three

Huey Cobra gunship
(SOp)

Bell Iroquois (30p)
Skyhawk{15p) -
F104Starfighterl.25pl
F4 Phantnm f25p)
F111E(30p)
F14A Tomcat (30p)
F15 Eagle(25p)

ISRAEL

Super Sherman

SWEDEN

S-tank

1kv-91 light tank

UNITED KINGDOM
Chieftain

Centurion
Centurion AVRE

FV432 APC
FV438 Swingfire
launcher

FV432 + mortar
FV432+Wombat

FV432*Rarden
FV432 + Cymbeiine

radar
Chieftain Bridge Layer
{20p)

Abbot SPG
Saladin armoured car

Saracen APC
Fox armoured car

Ferret armoured car
Ferret 2/6 AT missile

carrier
Scorpion light tank
Scimitar light tank
Striker light AT missile

carrier
Spartan light APC
Rapier AA missile

Jaguar(15p)
Harrier (15p)
Buccaneer (3C^)

GERMAN

Leopard A1
Leopard A2
Leopard A4
Marder MICV

Gepard SPAA
Jagdpanzer Rakete

missile carrier
Jagdpanzer Kanone SP
AT gun

Spz-11-2APC
Spz-12-3 APC
Milan light AT missile
set of three

FRENCH

AMX-30tank
AMX-13 light tank
AMX-13 + SS11 AT

missiles
AMX-13 + H0T

missiles
AML H-90 armoured
car

EBR-7S arrriuured car
AMX-30 155mm

howitzer

AMX-30 Roland AA
missile launcher

AMX-10APC
AMX-10 + HOTAT

missiles
Jeep with Entac AT

missiles
Milan light AT missile
launcher (set of 3}

Mirage IIIC(15p)
Jaguar (15p)

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD
MFN17 Napoleonic Marshals
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC GUARD
UNITS
MFN5 GrenadiersoftheOkfGuard
MFN20 Chasseurs a P>ed of the Guard
MFN7 Horse Grenadiers
MF

RUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNfTS
MRN1 Grenadiers
MRN5 Pavlov Guard
MRN2 Jagors skirmishing
MRN3 Cuirassiers
MRNft Cossacks
MRN4 Artillery

N11 ChasseursaChdvaiofiheGuard BAVARIAN UNITS
MFN2 P MGN1 Bolish Lancers of the Guard
MFN8 Foot Artillery of the Guard
MFN9 Horse Artillery of the Guard
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC LINE UNIT

avarian infantry
POUSH UNITS
MWNI Polish Infantry

S MFN2 Lancers
MF SPANISH NAPON1 Line Grenadiers SP4
MFN14 Fr. Line Fusiliers MSI
MFN4 Voltiguers skirmishing MSI
MFN16 Fr. Carabiniera MSI
MFN10 Cuirassiers MSI
MFN19 Line Dragoons SEC
MFNt) Chasseurs a Cheval of the Line GR1
MFN12 Hussars GR2
MFNt 3 Lancers of the Line
MFN3 FootArtiilery GH3
MFN15 Fr. Gun Teams GR4
MFNie Fr. Wagons and Teams GR5
BRITISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS 8R1
MBN15 Wellington & Generals BR2
MBN1 British Infantry
MBN7 British Line Infantry Light Co. BR3
MBNHBritishLighllnfantry BR4
MBN15 British Light Infantry skirmishinB SRI
MBN5 Highlanders , SR2

MBNI7 Household Cavalry
MBN2 Dragooru
M6N6 ScotsGreys
M8N10 British Hussars
MBNt 1 Brit. Lt. Dragoons
MBN9 Horse Artillery
MBN3 FootArtillery
MBNI 2 Brit. Gun Teams

MPN1 Musksteers
MPN2 Jagers skirmishir^g
MPN3 Dragoons
MPN5 Prussitn Uhlans
MPN4 Artillery
AUSTRIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MAM Austrian Musketeers
MAN2 Austrian Grenadiers
MANS AustrianJsgers skirmishlrtg
MAN4 Austrian Cuirassiers
MAN5 Austrian Artillery

LEONIC UNITS
MSN1 Spanish Musketeers
MSN2 Spanish Grenadiers
MSN3 Spanish Musketeers skirmishir>g
MSN4 Spanish Dragoons
SECOND WORLD WAR
GRt German infantry
GR2 German infantry Support

Weapons
Gfl3 German Paratroops
GR4 German World War II cavalry
GR5 Afrika Korps
8R1 British Infantry
BR2 British Infantry Support

Weapons
BR3 British Paratroops
BR4 8th Army
' SR1 Russian infantry
SR2 Russian Infantry Support

Weapons
SR4 Russian World War II cavalry
USRt United States mfantry
USR2 United States Infantry Support

Weapons
MODERN PERIOD
Ml NATO Infantry
M2 NATO Infantry Support

Weapons
M3 Warsaw Peck Infantry
M4 Warsaw Peck Infantry Support

Weapons
ANCIENT PERIOD
ROMANS
MAR1 Roman Legionaires
MAR2 Romarts attacking
MAR3 Roman Light Infantry
MAR4 Asiatic Archtr
MARS Roman Cavalry
MAR6% Roman War Engines
MAR7 Praetorian Guard
MAR8 E

MAR 10 Late Period Legionaires
MAR 11 Late Period Heavy Cavalry
MAR12 Roman Generals Tribunes
MAR 13 Late Period

Legionaries attacking

BYZANTINES
MAB1 Byzantine Heavy infantry
MA62 Byzantine Armoured Cavalry
MAB3 Byzantine Heavy Cava'ry
MAB4 Byzantine Light Cavalry
MA6S Byzantine Horse Archers
MAB6 Byzantine Fool Archers
BARBARIANS

MA11 Dacian Infantry (includes
spearmen, rhomphiae,
archers, etc.)

MAI2 Visigothiclnfantry
MAI 3 Hun Cavalry
MA 14 Gothic Cavalry
MA 15 Sarmatian Cataphracts
MA16 ArKient British Chariot
MAt7 Ancient British Infantry
MA18 Ancient British Cavalry
MAI 9 Arab Camelry

(Seleucid-Palmyran)
MAF1 Gaulish Infantry
MAF2 Gaulish Cavalry
GREECE
MAG 1 Greek City Hoplites
MAG2 Successor Phalanx
MAG? Phodian Slingers
MAG6 Cretan Archers
MAG3 Greek Cavalry
MAGS Successor Cavalry
MAG4 War Elephants
MAGS Spartan KopliMS
MAGS Pattasts
MAGIOMscedonian Hypaspists
MAG 11 Thracian Light Cavalry
PERSIANS
MAPS Persian Immoftela
MAP2 Persian Archers
MAP3 Persian Spearmen
MAP4 Persian Horse Archers
MAP6 Mounted Persian Spearmen
MAP? Persian Armoured ̂ valry
MAPI Persian Chariots
MAPS Persian Scythed Chariots
SASSANIDS
MAS1 Sessanid Levy Spearmen
MAS2 Sassanid Archers
MAS3 Sassanid Clibinarll

quitesSingularis Guard Cavalry MAS4 Sassanid Cataphracts
MAR9 WesternAuxiliaryArchers MASS Sassanid Light Cavalry

MAS6 Sassanid ElaphaRts

Postage & Packing: UK: minimum 20p, 10% in f up to £5. over £5: 40p
only.
Europe 20%, Surface mail worldwide 20% of value of order.
Airmail USA €r Canada 40%. Australia & New Zealand 50%
£1 = i(X)p = US$1.85approx Telephone: 01-650 6517

HEROICS and ROS FIGURES

MAIL ORDER

Goods are offered subject to availability. Please give somfe alter
natives. Every effort will be made to fulfil first choices.
We accept ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD. BANKAMEHICARD.
CHARGEX and MASTERCHARGE. Just send your card number.

Mail Order Address: DEPT M4

P.O. Boa 26, RectoiY Road, BECKENHAM, Kent
BR31HA, England.
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NEWSLETTER
Editor: Donald Featherstone
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EDITORIAL

The other day I received the following in-

Buckinghamshire:-

"Dear Sir, I am returning this issue because
I no longer wish to receive this magazine. Al- WiRP J
though it is marvelled at hy some, 1 heartily T Rjf
oppose its pro-establishment views. I £im afraid jHH^B
that pushing another copy on me cannot persuade HShbR^hIB v "^Tg
me to continue my subscription."

It would seem that either the views and
comments contained in the Newsletter are very H® V
strong meat indeed or else our erstwhile sub- fc; Ig^ )bA ■■ \
scriber Mr.Groves holds very strong opinions
which do not seem to coincide with mine! I would __ j-_,
be interested to know exactly what stirred him w- -- • ■•" -- ■ —-
to such a drastic gesture as I cannot recall
writing in recent months any particularly pungent criticisms of anyone or anything. Indeed, such
are my views that those views would certainly be directed against the establishment (i.e. the
Government) and such of its policies as Rhodesia, etc. Could it be that Mr.Groves detects in our
pages such non-radical, unliberal and non-trendy views as a desire for a return of those estimable
qualities that once graced our lives such as the maintenance of law-and-order, patriotism and the
defence of ones country, and a lawful end to blackmailing,. strike activities, and a general
tightening—up of morals, standards and attitudes. If those principles constitute being pro-
establishment then I readily plead guilty. On the other hand, is Mr. Groves complaining because
the trend of the magazine is to support a wargaming establishment? If so, what exactly is the
establishment of the wargaming world? Are we to assume that those who raise their voices against
Fantasy wargaming or those more esoteric derivations of table—top battles which are now appearing
on the scene are guilty of attempting to stifle liberal progress in trend with modern youthful
thought? I cannot really understand Mr.Groves' complaint and would dearly like some clarification.
I hardly feel that I can be accused of going happily along with everything that is orthodox in the
wargaming world as readers will readily remember that I have tilted many a lance with some of the
Big Boys. In fact, this very magazine wa9^bofn■ from a grave disagreement with Jack Scruby (who in
those days I supposed represented the wargames establishment) because in the English edition of
his "Wargamers Digest" I dared to talk of a certain class of wargamer as being "Staff and Command
boys". Since then I have regularly sniped at all and sundry, including manufacturers, publishers,
authors, wargamers, etc., etc., etc. And I have always been equally willing to give their views
anJ airing in these pages, believing that controversy is one of the spices of life.

May I conclude by stressing that I have never commenced a controversy or argument merely for
the sake of it, in order to follow that well known journalistic ploy of ihcrehslMgones circulation
through dissension. Whenever I have argued or disagreed it has been because my unsubtle tempera
ment has not allowed me to sit back and keep my big mouth shut. Just like now!

DON FEATHERSTONE.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES: 35p per copy + 9ip postage - £5.00p per annum for 12 issues.
Overseas - £5.25p (U.S. and Canada ^13.00).

This includes Bank Handling charges for non-sterling areas.
ADVERTISING RATES: Full page - £15.00 ,.v/i<Oi'u .»•?-/ f

Half page
Advertisement Manager, Quarter page - Tradition, o^naid FMthVrstone
Roland Sutton, Eighth page - £3.00 5A-5B Shepherd St., egHiiiuane
TraditiOin, Mayfair, London, Southampton soi bad
5A-5B Shepherd Street, WIY 7LD. ^
Mayfair, London WIYVLD.

THIS MAGAZINE HAS NO FACILITIES FOR ARTWORK AND ALL ADVERTISING COPY MUST BE "CAMERA-READY" TO A
PAGE SIZE OF 11" X 6".

£8.50
£5.00
£3.00

Suh\cript
Be!mont-Mai!li>n<i ■ '^.jliiisnort) L'ri.

Tradition,
5A-5B Shepherd St.
Mayfair, London,
WIY 7LD.



NOTES ON A RAMBLING. CONFUSE33.

OVER-AMBITIOUS CAMPAIGN

(or The War of the Lastwln Concessions)

K.^J.

Harold Gerry y ' ' jv S ' '
We had just finished a short campaign of 'Vp^ /\

seven pre-arranged scenarios with late-Victorian
naval situations (harhour homhardments and so on) V/je|-SiAv>^ -j- ^
when one of the group brought along some very ^*\We —I—
large sheets of scrap graph paper which he ^ np
thought might he useful. Each sheet was divided W vr H
into ahout 30 hy 20 large squares, each of which ^ . c-
contained 16 smaller squares. We had found that \ .5
it was too hard or too costly to huy sets of
detailed maps of anywhere in the East Pacific,
the scene of the last race for colonies between 1890 and 191^, so this windfall of possible free-
mapping paper seemed a gift from the Gods.

1 drew an invented coastline to curve down the left side of the map, using the Pacific type of
coast with deep inlets parallel to the sea, then an Atlantic type of coastline down the right-hand
side. It was obvious where rivers would go, the right-hand coast of course having many more^ Then
cities, on the obvious estuary or river-junction sites. Then four coastal railway systems, not
connected to each other hut each with one inland spur going off the map to mining areas inland-.
Apart from suggesting high ground, the terrain was not shown in detail, the idea being that the land
fighting would he done on a history-hook scale, ignoring anything much below brigade level.

We had had many land campaigns in the past, in Napoleonics mainly, notably six long campaigns
using the same set of Austrian local maps. This time 1 felt like trying to deal with huge distances.
Especially 1 wanted the sea scale to he such that ships could not just nip across in a few hours. So
1 tried making 1 large square equal to 25 miles (ahout 3 hours steaming at economical speed). Thus
the coasts turned out to he 600-800 miles apart, and the coastlines each ahout 600 miles long! The
map roughly looked as above.

The basic situation was obvious. Four small native states had been forced to become protector
ates. One player each would take one "territory". Each territory had five cities, four of which were
joined by railway. Probably two European states would fight two others, depending on how many players
wanted to join in.

The "ration" for each player consisted of 600 points in warships, 200 on things like mines, nets,
etc., 50 points iipoints per naval dockyard, and 200 points in troops and coastal batteries. 50 points
could be optionally allocated. Thus a total of 1,100 points per nation. Numbers and categories of
ships, numbers of battalions, would be passed on to the opponents BUT up to a sixth could he withheld
or exaggerated, to represent late arrivals, call-up failures, etc. Of the optional points, 10 could
be paid for a spy in the enemy base, with a dice chance of catching him once a week (these police
forces have regular habits!)

Long experience has shown that it is essential to build into campaign rules some restriction on
movement ability. This East Pacific struggle was based on the fact that all coal had to he brought in
from ports many days distance off the map. Moving ships at high speed would use up all that ship's
ration in say 2 days instead of 10. Repair facilities are easily specified. Land warfare was defined
very briefly, making supply lines essential and giving fighting advantages to troops entrenched on city
perimeters, defending river lines or beaches.

Then, during a delay caused by players' holidays and map-copying, it emerged that two of the
players wanted to use the same nation (USA in fact) and also to have their bases close together in the
same territory, at K & B in the upper left. 1 had planned the campaign to try the difficulty of co
operating with a distant ally, so resisted the new idea, but eventually agreed. We could always try
the original idea later.

One of the amusingly realistic features of campaigns in wargaming is the difficulty of agreeing
on strategy with one's allies (or subordinates in some cases). 1 will not know the American disputes
until it is all over, but my Russians (base at H in the South-East) wanted to land in force at what
seemed a weak point on the enemy coast and tempt ;the enemy to use up his precious coal trying to in
tercept the supply convoys, whilst laying minefields to guard the beachhead. My ally, however, wanted
a large cruiser fleet and a raiding war (again authentic, as he was going to use Germans). In the end
we both had to compromise, when strengths were declared.

To give some idea of the initial fog of war, the enemy declared - 8 Battleship-class ships; 4
Armoured cruisers; 5 Protected cruisers; 14 small craft: 1 extra Naval dockyard (thus using all their
optional points) and 34 infantry units! (lO points each).

One player had been fond of using the very powerful US armoured cruisers of the period in previous
games, the other liked using cheap coastal battleships. But they might now be bluffing us by using
full-scale battleships AND not disclosing the full number. Ten such would he a handful for our own,
since of our ten no fewer than five were coastal midgets with little secondary armament. We had ex
aggerated our BS numbers to make the enemy keep a distance.

The huge enemy land force was a shock. Even if exaggerated, it would still be much stronger than
ours. If it was under-estimated we were in for a hard time.



We therefore shelved t)ur plans for an early invasion, and would start with me moving North to
give flank support to my ally's plan to establish a secondary base on Roi Plomli Island, which lay
about a third of the way to the enemy coast. We thought we had plenty of time. Ships were rationed
to about 10 days at sea per month initially, and it took 2i to 3 days simply to cross the sea, at
nonnal speed. So presumably nobody would risk charging across at such a speed as to consume coat at
twice or four times normal rate.

Battle of Roi-Plomli Island:

All four players must have started sending ships out soon after the declaration of war at mid
night on Day 1, since the declaration of squares occupied at dawn showed enemy forces far out and
heading straight for the more leisurely-moving German squadrons bound for R-P Island. What was more,
the Americans were moving mostly at top speed. In fact two of their scout cruisers passed the North
cape of thO island about 2 hours before dusk and sighted first 2 German light cruisers approaching
from the East and then the armoured cruisers Scharnhorst and Prinz Heinrich about 3 miles further
north.

tAS AC
c?v tatlrlciki I?
US

H,.S

(Ub Cnerwitio
AC

L  v\JL

Perhaps the fact that the scouts did not turn back should have warned the Germans that heavier
stuff was coming along soon. In any case the Germans attacked at once, and scored a dozen good hits
before the reinforcements arrived. These were k huge armoured cruisers of the Tennessee class and
two lighter cruisers. The Germans, still heading for the anchorage doggedly, had no time to turn
away quickly, and in another quarter of an hour (1 move = about 3 to 3^ min.) one of the light cruisers
went down near the island whilst another Leipzig-class light cruiser was sunk by concentrated American
fire whilst accompanying the German heavies. The Germans, trying to press on Westwards, now ran into
three US battleships. It looked to me as if not a German would survive. The sketch shows how badly
they seemed to be caught.

But this is where campaign battles ~ ^ ■ a
differ (if you are lucky) from isolated ^ ^
tactical games. The American players, c'v- tattlabip
looking for troop transports, pushed <=> US WrijL-ettM
the lightest cruisers forward out of ^ — c,-!lue*-
contact with the Germans, attacking ^ , to(-be<(c
the latter with the AC and BS squadrons. ^ ^ .— —
So the 3 survivors were chased by 7 ^ E-
Americans only out of the dozen or so ^ C;-er»>i<a.yi \
(not counting destroyers emerging from ^ ^ \/
the island bay about this time). The I
German player also risked losing the ^ f\j
survivor of his more Southerly squad- cb AC
ron by crossing the harbour mouth to L^nJi
see what was inside instead of running 1
towards base at full speed.

So although the base under construction in the bay was shelled and destroyed by the Americans
(50 points to them), our side had in fact found out a mass of information for the loss of two small
cruisers and' damage to 2 other ships. The enemy had seen only 5 of our ships. We had Identified 17
at least of the enemy, probably many of his most important ones. More than that, by consuming coal
at four times the normal rate to reach the island before the Germans, the Americans would not be able
to keep at sea as long as our opposing ships. Either they would have to bring colliers over to the
island and risk losing them, or they would have to go home just when our main fleets mights be arriv
ing at their coasts. The 2 damaged Americans would take a few weeks to repair probably (dice for
damage extent - and only 1 dock available per fleet). So we had not done too badly. Mind you, it
might have been disastrous had it been clear weather. Visibility (decimal dice give about 15^ chance
of poor weather) was about 4,000 yards mostly, so the Germans could not be engaged at long range.

So at nightfall the German troop transport, unseen in the mist, was returning with her escort
to Lastwin. I had 2 battleship squadrons of Russians moving up to Lastwin to contact the Germans
and help where necessary. We had to wait until the next wargames meeting to find whether the
Americans were going to plunge on towards our coast or would be returning to base satisfied with
having caused us a good hundred points damage. Russian orders would depend on the American choice.

BACK NUMBERS OF WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER can be obtained from the Editor. The following are avail
able :^~NovembeFT9587~MayT973^^February~197 4 inclusive 30p each including postage. March; April;
July; August; September and December 1974. January; February; March; May; June; July; August;
September; November and December 1975. January-December 1976. January-September 1977 - all at 40p
each including postage. Then all months from October 1977 to date 45p including postage.

ooOoo

Rates for classified advertisements on this page are 2p (5c) per word. Send cash and advert to
TRADITION, 5a & 5b Shepherd Street, London W.l.

THE ARMS AND ARMOUR PRESS NAPOLEONIC SYMPOSIUM 2

Saturday 9th September at the Commonwealth Institute. Kensington. London W8. 9.15am - 5.00pm

lO.OOeim - 10.30
10.30am - 11.15

11.45am - 12.45

2.00pm - 3.00
3 • 30pm - 5'» 00

Chairman: Frederick J. Wilkinson

Dioramas with Historex: a film about Ray Anderson, by courtesy of Lynn Sangster.
"The Duke of Wellington" by General Sir Brian Horrocks BBC TV film from "The
Great Captains" Series.
Napoleonic Association present demonstrations of - Loading and Firing of Musket;
Musket and Foot Drill; Sword Drill.

Marengo: Fact and Fiction. A lecture by. David Chandler.
Wargame Seminar with Charles Grant, Bruce Quarrie and David Chandler.

Trade Sales Stands. Ken Trotman, Arms Books, will present a range of Napoleonic books and other
books on military history. Historex Agents will present a display of fine figures and dioreimas and
have for sale Historex kits, Poste Militaire, Sovereign, etc.



TALKING WARGAMING
By 1870, both at home and in India the artillery

of the British Army had been completely re-equlpped
with rifled, breech-loading Armstrong guns which,
however, revealed certain deficiencies on campaign so
that the Royal Artillery were not unco-operatlve when
It was decided to return to the old relatively
trouble-free muzzle loader rejected as obsolete by
every other army In the world because of Its Inferior
rate of fire and accuracy. By 1881 the British Army
only had two breech-loading batteries, both In India;
by 1890 all had gone. But the march of progress could
not be halted and a change of mind had re-equlpped the
British Army with breech-loaders when war broke out In

1899

iwck

I8S9
ArmsiroK^'s
tZpr. RifUcL

hutch -losdina
gun

ooOoo—

SUN TZU "THE ART OF WAR"

In respect of military method we have firstly. Measurement; secondly, Estimation of Quantity;
thirdly. Calculation; fourthly. Balancing of Chances; fifthly. Victory. Measurement owes Its exist
ence to Earth, Estimation of Quantity to Measurement, Calculation to Estimation of Quantity, Balanc
ing of chances to Calculation, and Victory to Balancing of Chances.

(Could this be the requirements for a good wargamer?)

ooOoo

HINT OF THE MONTH;

When basing natives, or other Irregular troops, cut the bases to various shapes so that, when
laid out. It Is not possible to arrange the figures In neat military formations.

ooOoo

In European armies at the turn of the century, the basic unit was the corps, an organised and
self-contained force of some 30,000 men and capable of fighting If detached from the army to which It
belonged. The formation of a typical corps might be two divisions each of two Infantry brigades; one
cavalry brigade and a regiment of field artillery with, under direct corps command, with heavier
artillery plus ancillary units. The armament of the major powers was more or less standardised with
Infantry carrying 8/9mm magazine rifles; 8mm steel guns for the field artlAlery and siege and heavy
artillery guns, mortars and howitzers of 15/21cm calibre.

ooOoo

FURTHER EXTRACTS FROM D'ORDEL'S MANUAL "TACTICS AND MILITARY TRAINING" (London 1902).

Modern Weapons. The nature of modern warfare Is at the present moment undergoing a remarkable
change owing to the supersession of the old musket of British Infantry, with which Blenheim, Vlttorla
and Waterloo were won, and which we used with no little success during the early months of the Crimean
War, by a series of more complicated and "scientific" weapons, culminating In the so-called "Lee-
Metford" rifle. Now follows a long description of the Brown Bess musket Including such valuable advice
as ".... It Is advisable In discharging a musket to close both eyes, as the discharge from the touch
hole Is second only In violence to that from the muzzle, and not so accurate In direction."

ooOoo

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH by Roger Snell;

Can anyone help with a satisfactory rule covering the authentic employment of skirmishers during
the American Civil War?

ooOo

MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH:

1. Who commanded the British force at All Musjld 21 Novwmber 1878?

2. In what war were British Naval and Army personnel awarded the Sardinian War Medal?

3. How many V.C's were awarded for the St.Nazalre Raid?

h. What valuable military device was Invented by the Rev.Alexander Forsyth?

5. Dates of Battles of - a) Solferlno: b) Nicholson's Nek: c) Hochklrch: d) Cowpens and
e) Mortimers Cross?

ANSWERS ON PAGE 2o



ROME VERSUS ATTILA AND FRIENDS

David Barnes

This was an imaginary
encounter between Attila and

his horrible Huns and the

mighty Roman Army under
Marcus Aurelius. The game
went on at long spaced inter
vals - in fact 28 November

'77; 7 January '78 and 11
February '78. Marcus was
Timothy Barnes and Attila,
David Barnes. The figures
were 25mm Minifigs, Garrison
and Hinchliffe on a board 5 x
k feet. A map gives the lay
out of terrain and disposi
tion of forces at the end of

the first move.

As can be seen the

terrain was fairly simple and
open. The landscape, bi
sected by a river is fairly
bare of trees and with only
one large physical feature,
a saddle-backed hill on the
south bank.

^4.
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Attila's Huns swept forward over the ford to be opposed by a unit of Roman heavy cavalry. The
Romans were not very happy about their task, being very nervous of these hairyy smelly creatures who
would not stay still to be charged, like civilised people. The Roman unit's worries were soon over as
a few survivors routed madly away.

Aurelius got the whole of his army in motion and concentrated on his left leaving his lighter
artillery ballistae to try to hold up the Huns. Behind the artillery sat a unit of German (Roman)
Guard cavalry ready to sweep in to the rescue.

The two armies met at the bridge and the fords. The Gepid light cavalry clashed with their Roman
opposite numbers on the bridge, while the Goth light cavalry went through the ford on their right, in
a cream of spray, slap into some light infantry opposing, who were backed up by auxiliary archers.
While these were tangling together the Goths were made extremely uncomfortable by some Roman medium
cavalry hovering on their left flank. Having pushed the opposing light infantry back the Goths were

straight way charged by the medium
cavalry and being disordered fled back
across the ford narrowly missing riding

^  into a packed mass of their own infantry
who had hopefully followed them up. As

Goth light cavalry went be-
tween them and some Almanii mediums.

In the centre rear of the Hun

^ position some Ostrogothic archers
yf trotted up into the saddle-backed

W  yif hill and came to the crest in timeI  ( r I i Si to make life very unpleasant for some
V  -/ heavy Roman infantry marching ponder-

^ M ously upon the bridge. The large
' I ^ engine was causing more worry i-to

to Aurelius than his foes, as it
seemed hardly to move forward at

On the west after some bolts
sailing harmlessly past the Huns

II » \N ~ ^ some Roman light infantry went

^ forward to mix it with them -
ian horse archers in reserve

dispatched a good many

The Huns on the west

swept forward again and
got in among the ballistae
despite the attentions of
a heavy infantry unit that
came clanking up to protectof- AHitys s^^Mvj
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In the Autumn a weekend "Rough Rider" tour is planned, travelling hy bus and heat, to visit the French
military museum at Les Invalides in Paris. Their 1979 season plans a tour to Gibraltar, Tangier and
Southern Spain, celebrating the 200th anniversary of the Siege of Gibraltar and including such memor
able places as Cape Trafalgar, Barossa, Albuera and Badajoz, The party will also visit Seville.

memor-
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actually a Hobbit Minifig. His few companions have lost favour and are reconstituted in other
figures - home moulded.

The fact that even after such a long time the battle did not have a finite end did not bother us.
The rules were WGR Group ^th Edition August 1973 now looking rather grubby from much use. The fact
that some of the units on both sides probably never came together all at the same time did not worry
us either, though purists might shudder. Tim has made a fair study of the Huns and their subjugated
peoples in the Encyclopaedia Brittanica and other works and it seems their lives were as interwoven
as tartan plaid.

ooOoo

NORTHERN MILITAIRE. This now well established and certainly^organised affair will be held on
the Ath/5th November at the Lancastrian Hall, Swinton, Manchester. There will be 28 classes of compe
tition including the new Peregrine Trophy presented by the North Cheshire Modelling Club for modellers
entering their own models in whatever class they choose. Then there is a trophy given by Chloride
Batteries for radio controlLedtanks competing over a given course without losing points and against
the clock. Wargames tables will be available in limited numbers on a first come first served basts,
although only the highest standards are required. Tables will be 6' x 2' and those wishing to apply
should state a preference to Saturday or Sunday - the two-day public participation games are already
booked. The organisers are endeavouring to display the Gettysburg terrain used in the recent T.V.
series BATTLEGROUND, also the six films taken for that series which will be shown free of charge.
There will be the usual outside events and further information can be given if you write with a S.A.E.
to J.E.Leigh, 3A Manchester Road, Clifton, Swinton, Manchester.

ooGoo

The SEVEN YEARS WAR SOCIETY has been formed in America and has put out the first of their
magazines which will cost 3 dollars a year. This issue includes articles on Bavarian infantry 1756-
63; a brief history of the Saxons during the Seven Years War; wargaming articles; Russian Artillery
in the Seven Years War with illustrations and various exciting snippets of information. If you are
interested write to Box 392, Pine Plains, New York 12567, U.S.A.

ooOoo

CAPTAIN GORDON BATTLEFIELD TOURS LTD., (Terminal House, 52 Grosvenor Gardens, London SWl WO AU)
had a weekend tour in July of the Waterloo battlefield and have another tour planned from Saturdav

A final map
gives the positions
as night crawled
across the grisly
scene. Aurelius made
off to his camp to
write some particu
larly pithy "medita
tions" probably "Book
Six. How many who
came into this world

with me have already
left it!" or "The art
of living is more like
wrestling than danc
ing, in as much as
it too, demands a
firm and watchful
stance against any
unexpected onset."

Atilla was

followed all day by
his dwarf riding a
small but agile pony end waving a small sword. Atilla spent some of the time on the slopes of the
hill alternately laughing at the dwarf's antics or sending messengers galloping madly to various
parts of the fray. No one has translated what he said - as far as 1 know.

Hoorah!"

their artillery. The Roman Guard cavalry had been hit by Attila's own picked guard and most of them
did not stay to the end of the show. Muttering the Germanic equivalent of "This is where 1 came in!"
and like excuses the remriah^ts made themselves scarce. The large engine was now in danger and had
started to trundle round towards the friendly ranks of the Emperor's foot guard. Aurelius was making
surly remarks about expensive and useless ponderous artillery by this time and trying to judge how far
the oxen could drag the massive hulk before some of those smelly light cavalry were jointhg them for
easy transportation.

The battle began to resemble a Catherine wheel in general movement. The Hun roar "Hooy! Hooy!
I! h!" on the west and their clouds of arrows shoved their opponents east and south, while on the
East the Roman medium cavalry backed by a couple of heavy infantry units, some light infantry and the
auxilliary archers were driving strongly west - who knows whether in eagerness to slaughter the Genids

rii-k + Vko x_ j. ^ .. _ . ^

their artillery. The Roman Guard cavalry had been hit by Attil



WATCHING WARGAMES : A FRUITLESS TASK

Paddy Grlfflth

There have recently been several references in the wargame press to the prohlem of spectators at
conventions and other large demonstrations. These worthy people are only too often put off hy the
very activity which is designed to impress them - the wargame itself - because no one takes the trouble
to explain things to them properly. The umpires and players are so busy getting everything "right"
(in terms of rules, fair play between players, and even historical accuracy) that they have no time or
energy left over for the long-suffering crowd. Wargamers, in other words, see demonstration games as
a challenge to their technical wargaming skills, rather than to their public relations skills.

In a way this is very laudable. Wargamers really DO make an effort to pull out all the stops when
they know that their games will be more public than usual. They present their best figures and terrain;
they try (for once) to agree on the rules; and they are (mostly) on their best behaviour. In a way,
the public gets the "best of the wargaming" at such events, in the same way that it gets the best of
Tennis at Wimbledon, or the best of Cricket at Lord's. The hope is that the outsider will be shown
how good wargames can be played, so that he will be inspired to start wargaming himself. The trouble
is, it Just doesn't work out that way in practice.

The important difference is that at Wimbledon and (even, perhaps) at Lord's the spectators have a
rough idea about what they are supposed to be looking for, so that they can to some extent appreciate
expertise when they see it. They will have a pretty good idea of when a player has performed a specta
cular feat, and they will know more or less what is allowed and what is not allowed by the rules. The
mere spectacle of the game will in itself provide all the explanation required. In wargames this is
not so, since wargames are in no sense a spectator sport. This is a truism which should be written
over the entrance to every convention and demonstration game; it is something which wargamers are too
liable to forget. In wargames, it is only the initiated who can really understand what is going on,
and even for them the game is often so slow-moving that it is it difficult to distinguish the key
turning points (the flashes of tactical brilliance, the crucial dice rolls, etc., etc.). All that the
spectators can really hope to get out of watching a wargame is an appreciation of its visual aspects,
plus a sense of bewilderment at all the esoteric humming and hawing that seems to go on between those
in the know.

There are two possible ways to avoid this problem, and turn baffled spectators into potential
recruits. The first method is to lay on enough games with enough separate command appointments to
allow all comers to have a go. Spectators are turned into participants, which is undoubtedly the best
way for them to appreciate what a wargame is all about. This solution, however, it usually rather
difficult to arrange, and needs a lot of very carefully planned scenarios. It would perhaps be more
practical to look for another approach.

The alternative solution is to make a serious effort to explain things through a commentator.
This at first sounds rather obvious and straightforward - someone involved in the game is simply told
off to provide a commentary as the game goes along. Anyone who has tried to do this, however, will
quickly point out that there are a number of hidden pitfalls.

There is, for example, the question of WHO
one of the umpires or players, it means that he
so that the whole process will be slowed down s
rather invidious to expect a player to broadcas
plans before he has been able to execute them,
announce his true thoughts and fears while it i
hope for a detailed statement of his hand from
of commentating must be left to someone outside

should actually give the commentary. If it is to be
will inevitably be distracted from the game itself,
till further. Apart from anything else, it is obviously
t public explanations of his deeply laid (and secret)
You cannot expect a participant in a wargame to
s still in progress, any more than it is realistic to
a Poker player. For these reasons, therefore, the task
the game altogether.

As soon as a non-participant has been chosen as commentator, on the other hand, he is faced with
a new problem - how can HE know what is really going on? Unless he follows every move in great detail,
he will soon be left behind, and will be almost as much in the dark as the spectators themselves. Yet
if he has to keep talking to the spectators while the game is going ahead, he will be unable to follow
the game closely.

Another problem experienced by a commentator is that, unless the game is extremely simple, and
played very slowly, he will be unable to explain everything that happens within the time it takes to
happen. He will therefore either, once again, be left behind the players; or he will have to be
selective about what he explains (and as soon as he starts to be selective he runs the risk of missing
something which, although obvious to him, is highly mysterious to the spectator). Finally, there is
still the problem of bringing in spectators who arrive half way through the game - they have to be
given a summary of what is going on, and what has happened so far. It is therefore a full time job
explaining a wargame to spectators, if it is done properly, and it may even need several commentators
at once. Like the guides who show tourists round stately homes, the commentators may have to start
off a new group of onlookers every quarter of an hour, as newcomers arrive.

All this means that the business of explaining wargames to non-wargamers can be rather a complica
ted affair - at least if there are more than a handfull of the latter. Explanation requires some quite
different skills from the actual playing of the games: such skills as the ability to handle an audience,
to communicate, and to put over some quite complex ideas. The non-wargamer, after all, has done none
of the rather specialised homework which the wargamer takes for granted, and he is starting from a
position of almost complete "wargame-illiteracy" (l leave aside, for the moment, the vexed question of
"wargame-illiteracy" among certain experienced wargamers ....). The newcomer needs things explained
in painful detail, and there is no simple way in which this can be done for him. 1 would not like to
suggest that there are any short cuts, but 1 would suggest that more use could be made of conventions
and demonstration games than is apparently the case at the moment.



REALISM IN THE MEDIEVAL GAME

Andv Callan

I was most impressed by the Editorial in the June issue of the Newsletter,tdlLDighow Don's latest
Medieval rules manage to re-create the astonishing victories of English armies during the Hundred
Years War. 1 am sure further details in the pages of the magazine would be welcomed by many readers.
Anything that enables small bodies of stalwart English to beat off hordes of French chivalry sounds
like a very significant wargames innovation.

But what's this? Don then goes on to say "we have had to slightly unrealistically alter the
rules to give the French a better chance." Now 1 can see that the stereotyped; wargamer of today,
weaned on battles with scrupulously balanced forces, is going to balk at taking part in such a lop
sided affair as an Agincourt re-fight, but 1 would have thought the old sweats' of Southampton, with
a connoisseur's appreciation of the finer points of the art, would have been delighted at the realism
of the historical outcome. Changing the rules to give one side a better chance seems slightly hereti
cal to me. 1 am reminded of the cautionary tale outlined in Andrew Wilson's excellent "The Bomb and
the Computer". In a Japanese wargame prior to the battle of Midway, Admiral Ugaki arbitrarily over
ruled the umpire's assessment of damage to Japanese carriers caused by an American air-strike. On
the basis of the revised game outcome, the Midway operation was given the go-ahead, with disastrous
results for the Japanese.

Such a fault is of course more excusable in a purely recreational wargame where nothing more
than a wargamer's self-importance is at stake - it seems a shame to me, however, to throw out "realism"
(many a wargamer's "Holy Grail") almost as soon as it has been at last found. In this particular case,
in fact, it may not have been necessary if the following idea, which 1 came up with a couple of months
ago but which (like so many other things alas!) 1 have not tried out yet, proves to be a practical
success.

It is based on the assumption that in a Hundred Years War battle, the rival commanders (at least
in the period up to 1^15) might be said to have had quite different approaches to the conduct of war.
The English approach was hard-boiled and professional - the objective being, purely and simply, to
score a military victory. The French, on the other hand, were still operating with a lot of chivalric
notions floating around their heads - they too wanted to win of course, but only on certain terms. It
would, for example, be "bad form" to try anything so underhand as a flank attack, and no self-respect
ing French knight would attempt to besmirch his blade with the blood of a common foot soldier if he
could possibly avoid it. To put it in wargames terms the two sides were playing according to differ
ent rules. Some of the greatest defeats in military history have been caused by such a clash of
different military outlooks. Compare Scots v English at Flodden, English v Irish in Elizabeth's Day,
the Indians in the early Plains wars or even the Americans in Vietnam! Ideally a wargame of a Hundred
Years War battle should still see the English winning BUT the French should have a chance of winning
at least on their own terms.

To do this each side should be given different objectives. The English task is simply "to win"
in the classic military sense, whereas the French "win" by "putting on a good show" and thus enhanc
ing their reputation for chivalry. This might be done as follows;-

One wargamer should represent the commander-in-chief of the English army, made up of hardened
professionals, adaptable and receptive to orders. The French team should be of at least 3 players,
all of equal "weight". The army should be a huge mass of wargames figures, representing "feudal"
troops (i.e. an ill-organised rabble, capable only of standing still or moving straight forward - and
likely to do even this without orders), which they have to divide "amicably" between them. This is
complicated by the fact that their initial "status score" will be determined by the number of troops
under their command! Thereafter this basic score would be adjusted as follows:- Additions would be
made for e.g. l) being first to contact the enemy; 2) being given the "post of honour" (i.e. right or
van); 3) capturing important prisoners; k) routing an enemy division; 5) performing some dramatic feat
of arms; 6) or even getting killed gloriously. Deductions could be made for not getting "stuck in"
soon enough, or withdrawing in the face of the enemy. 1 have no wish to be dogmatic so 1 will not
specify a table of plusses and minuses, but 1 hope you get what 1 am driving at.

A wargame battle might end in a crushing defeat of the French by a tiny English force and thus
the English player might be said to have "won". BUT not all the French players might necessarily have
"lost". For example Count Hugo of Hirondelle, commander of the Vaward battle, even though he lost 80^
of his men might nevertheless, because his division was first to draw enemy blood (or have its blood
drawn by the enemy!), and because he personally captured the Marquis of Wigan, had a hack at the
Black Prince's banner and dented his helmet with a glancing blow, come out of the battle with an en
hanced reputation. He would probably be sung about by the troubadours, fawned on by the ladies at
court and awarded a dukedom by a grateful sovereign. By contrast Philip the Prudent, Prince of
Calvados, who kept his reserve out of the battle when he saw what a bloody fiasco it was turning out
to be, might well be vilified as a coward and forced to regain the king's favour by going out and
doing something stupid but glorious.

What 1 am getting at is that something like this would be a way of getting medieval players on
the same side to go in for the sort of stupid squabbling and lunatic frontal attacks that are the
despair of the modern military historian. Introduce mercenaries with yet another set of objectives
(i.e. to gain the maximum possible reward for the minimum possible effort) and things would get really
interesting!

Anyway, long live realism 1 say, but we ought to be aware that it is just as important to under
stand the minds of the commanders and the cultural values which determine their actions as it is to

know all about the costume and uniforms of the soldiers under their orders.



THE BATTLE OF NIZAM-MALIK

(or "He Caught a Tartar")

B. Booysen (of South Africa)

This was a Renaissance battle fought on a 6 x table
using 15nun figures and the G.Gush Renaissance Rules. Two
local amendments were added, namely "Out Scouting" and
"Flank-marching" from the W.R.G. Ancient Rules.

The armies were 1800 points each with a small elite New
Model Army facing hordes of bow-armed Tartars.

The Parliamentarian plan of battle was to hold the line
with infantry and beat the Tartars with concentrated salvoes
of muskets and artillery fire. The Tartars, on the other
hand, wished to avoid any frontal attacks and envelop' any
exposed flanks or rears.

DEPLOYMENT IN INITIAL MOVES
The New Model Army of Lt.General Jones deployed first on

the table as they had been out-scouted by the Tartars. The Tartars now had a free look at the enemy
dispositions before deploying themselves. The Parliamentarians formed up in a line of 3 brigades,
their front well garnished with artillery, more artillery on a hill and a small reserve of cavalry
behind the infantry. Of the Tartars only 2 units were visible on the South Ridge, the rest of the
army being concealed but drawn up in 2 columns (l-6 7-12).

In the initial periods of moving, the two visible units (No. 1 and 2) disappeared and nothing
was seen until the head of a column debouched from the Western edge of the ridge led by the nine-
horsetail standard of the Khan. The column of cavalry then moved to occupy the high ground on the
Western edge of the table. Lt.General Jones, from his vantage point on the hills with the guns, saw
the outflanking move and sent new orders to his cavalry reserve. The Parliamentarian artillery had
by now opened fire and this cannon-shot had caused 2 Tartar units to go into uncontrolled advance
strdighit at the guns. One unit broke under the cannonade but the other managed to contact the guns but
was then routed by the controlled salvoes of the muskets.

lO 1 .1
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SITUATION AT THE 9th-10th MOVES

mentarians had occupied and held the high
turned opt, the Roundheads had "Caught a

On the extreme left flank of the Parliamentarians, the
Roundhead cavalry engaged the Tartars charging down the
hill. The troopers drove back the Tartar attack and were
only broken by a flank attack led by the Khan himself. The
second column of Tartars, under cover the cavalry action and
the uncontrolled advances, had moved up into position on the
hill and were now preparing to charge the exposed Parlia
mentarian Foot. Two Tartar units in line, with another 3 in
support, charged down oh the infantry and routed them. (See
Map 2).

The Roundheads were in desperate straits. Their Horse
was destroyed, a complete brigade of infantry in rout, the
remaining infantry out-flanked and the main artillery on the
hill ineffective. At this point the Parliamentarians con
ceded.

The Tartars had made maximum use of their manoeuvrability
and superior numbers. Also by concealing their deployment
and direction of their main attack the Parliamentarian
commander was never given enough time to react to the enemy
threats by issuing new orders to his units. The situation
would have altered drastically for the Tartars if the Parlia-
ground on the Western edge of the table. However, as it

Tartar".

MUST LIST - Continued from Page 'IX

there are many more modern AFVs and support vehicles in their full list. They claim that 1:200
is a true infantry range with easily handled figures with recognisable weapons at normal wargame
viewing distances; the AFVs and soft vehicles are detailed to 1:76 scale standards and can be used
at fighting distances acceptable to the eye on the wargames table.

I have already mentioned DIXON MINIATURES this month but have subsequently received their latest
price list which accompanied a small selection of 25mm Arab wargames figures which they promptly sent
in response to my son's request for a small group to aid him in deciding whether or not to build up
an Arab army. 1 may say that he was highly impressed with them and if his fluctuating mind has
nntibttendiverted by subsequent reading, films, etc., so that he is considering an SS armoured division
or some other esoteric formation, I believe that he may well add a Dixon Miniatures Arab army to the
hosts of unpainted figures that make entry into his bedroom a trifle difficultj The list reveals
that they have a fine selection of 15th and l6th century Samurai warriors of all types; a dozen or
so Asiatic cavalrymen of the 600-1000 AD period; Hun cavalry; Arab infantry and cavalry; Vikings;
Chinese of the Chou-Han Dynasty. Those groupings are certainly off-beat and, even if not your first
choice for a main army, could hardly be bettered for smaller "second" armies. And I agree with my
son and everyone else who has seen these Dixon Miniatures figures that they are finely detailed, well
cast.



EVOLUTIONARY STEPS IN WARGAMING

Dick Tennant

As you have probably read in the news media, computers are becoming cheaper every day. Already
the smallest type of computer, the pocket calculator, is cheaper than the price of an expensive slide-
rule, Television games using small computers are making quite an impact on the market. "What has all
this got to do with the normal wargamer?" you may well ask, "only at places like Sandhurst and West
Point do they wargame with computers". Well, that may he true today, but it is certainly not true of
tomorrow. The electronics and computer industry is constantly proving that what is too large or too
expensive today will be pocket size and pocket price, if not exactly tomorrow, then very soon.

Already there are, what can be termed, desk-top computers (for wargamers read "table-top comput
ers"). They are simply larger versions of your own pocket calculator, say the size of a large ash
tray, and what makes them really useful to the engineer (sorry "wargamer") is the print-out of the
calculation result on a small tally-roll. These can also be programmed the same way as their larger
cousins so that all types of standard calculations can be performed very quickly. An ideal example
of one of these machines is the Hewlett Packard 97. As there were a few of these marvellous machines
in use with the "matham&tical wizards" department next to mine I thought I would see if I could play
with their toys. Well you certainly do not need to be a wizard, or any other type of Fantasy wargame
character to use or learn to programme one of these machines. I have now just finished a set of
programmes for my Napoleonic rules.

What I wanted to solve was the following - The recording of losses each time there were combat
actions. I was not happy with the system of removing models from a unit since;-

a) Losses do not occur in round blocks of 20/30/50 men according to what ratio of men to models
you are using as a scale. . v. jn •

b) My models are mounted on movement trays of three or four which makes for easier handling on
the table-top and I would rather remove these units/companies only when the losses had reached that
level or higher.

- In my rules it was necessary to take a morale check when the losses of a unit had reached 25^
- I had already reduced the use of dice in my rules to simply being a random number. Thus the

combat calculation chart gave the average efficiency and the dice (one red for minus, one green for
plus) were used to produce a chance factor of plus or minus 1.

Anyway, what I produced was a series of programmes which do the calculations for the following
combat actions.

Small Arms Firing

Artillery Firing

Melee Combat

One-way Unit A fires at Unit B.
Two-way Simultaneous firing.
Cannister

Round Shot

Howitzer Shells

With special features for columns attacking lines and attacks on squares.

The weapon codes differentiate between -

Carbines/Muskets-volley/Muskets-skirmish/Rifles.
Horse guns/Field guns/Howitzers (Rockets)

The formations of the defending units -

Dense/Lines/Open/Hard cover.

Adjustments for ranges, superior positions, movement.

Some of the features are:

- After showing the calculated losses for the current combat the listing gives the new number
of troops in that unit available (not casualties) - so no removing losses. . ..v, t,

- The listing also shows how many per cent losses have been incurred so far in the battle.
- Artillery fire is calculated per gun in a battery.
- For counter battery fire there can be damage to some of the guns as well as crew casualties.

These remain out of action for up to 9 game moves depending on a chance factor (maybe un-repairable;.
- Artillery round shot is calculated per rank of the defending unit in the line of fire.
-  After a melee calculation with losses against both attacker and defender there is a push-

back" calculation.

It all seems fine in theory but now the system has to be tested against an actual wargame. This
is planned for after the Summer holidays when the programmes will be used in a simulation game.

Whilst on one side of the coin there are many advantages of this type of aid to warg^ing, in the
long term. I do not believe that it will necessarily be a total improvement to wargaming in the
broader context. I suppose that basically I am not in favour of total packages, whether that is in
figures, uniform data, organisations, rules, etc. As the point has been made in the Newsletter
before, there was probably a greater richness of learning and experience in the hobby before the
great commercial explosion. I am also a great believer that a wargame should be a moving diorama
and that dice, rulers, charts and beer cans should not be on the table; my next problem is either
to disguise the damned machine or persuade the manufacturers to change the plastic case so that it

CONTINUED ON PAGE %7



OTHER PEOPLE'S WARGAMES
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SOUTH AMERICAN MILITARY CAMPAIGNS

Jule A. Glanzman

I read with Interest in No,186, that another person besides myself was interested in South
American military campaigns. Thus, if there is one interested soul, then mayhe there are more. So,
to hopefullystimulate others, and to provide some information for those already interested in South
American military campaigns, I enclose a translation I made of a three page letter sent to me from
the National Historical Museum in Santiago, Chile, August 21, 197^, which you might wish to print.

The letter was written hy Lt. Colonel(R), Arturo Sepulveda R., Museum Curator, and it details
the organisation and to some extent, the uniforms of the Chilean Army during the War of the Pacific,
1879-1883. The war involved Chile, Bolivia (who lost her only outlet to the ocean) and Peru. Chile
was quite successful in the war and even took the monkeys out of the zoo in Lima, Peru.

While making my translation of the letter, I was assisted by Kathy Welch, whose major is Spanish,
Bulter University, Indianapolis. Although some parts of the letter (such as the section on uniforms)
were rather confusing and difficult to put into English, and my translation is not perfect, I believe
it should be good enough to be of service to wargamers. I regret the letter did not tell how many
companies were in an infantry battalion, or the number of squadrons in a cavalry regiment. In addi
tion to the Chilean Army, I have very detailed information on the Brazilian Army during the War of the
Triple Alliance, 186^1-1870, supplied to me by the Center of Documents of the Brazilian Army. There is
only one problem. The info, is all written (or should I say typed) in Portuguese, and I doubt if I
will ever be able to translate it, but 1 am going to try. The info, from Brazil has listed the follow
ing books from which a person could obtain further details, if you could get a hold of them:

ESTADO-MAJOR DO EXERCITO. Historia do Exercito Brasilei ro. Rio de Janeiro, 1972. 3 v. ilust.
TASSO Pragoso. Historia da Guerra entre a Triplice Alianca e o Raraguai. Rio de Janeiro, Bibli

Ex, 1957. 5 V. ilust.

In regard to uniforms, I have a booklet entitled. Historical Summary of The Brazilian Army, which
contains beautiful illustrations of uniforms worn by the Brazilian Army. If it seems that you and
more readers of the Newsletter are interested I will try some way to produce them. I hope this letter
enclosed will be of interest to you and of assistance to wargamers.

As a subscriber to your excellent publication, and as one who also reads it, I should tell that I
am very satisfied with Wargamer's Newsletter, and I wish you continued success. There is one subject
I would prefer not to see in Wargamer's Newsletter, and that is the area of Fantasy wargaming. Con
fidentially, it seems to me that the military history of the world provides so many things upon which
the imagination can explore. So why resort to Fantasy wargaming. Soon there will be light guard ores
and militia dwarfs. In any event, the Fantasy wargamers are proof that the mind of man is active, and
imaginative, and for one of the best reasons of all, enjoyment.

"Dear Sir,
SANTIAGO, 21 of August of 197^.

Answering your letter relative to the organisation of the Chilean Army during the war of the
Pacific, of 1879-1883, it pleases me to inform you of the following:

1. Organisation: At the beginning of the conflict, the forces of the National Defence of Chile were
integrated by the Army, the Navy and the National Guard. The law of September 12, 1878, established
the manjpower of the army, for the following year, at 3,122 men. But, for economic reasons, the forces
were kept reduced to 2,4A0 men, and not even these were maintained completely, as the number fluctuated
between 2,000 and 2,200 men.

The Army of the line was distributed in: 5 battalions of infantry of 300 men each.
2 regiments of cavalry of 318 horsemen each.
1 regiment of artillery of 400 men.

There existed, besides, the Military School that in March of 1879 functioned with 37 students.

In regard to the High Command and organisational directives, there was contained with: The
Inspector General of the Army and, subordinated to her; - The Inspector of the Army of the South and
- The Commands of the armed forces.

A General Staff did not exist. This was organised in the era of the warlike conflicts and, when
these conflicts ended, it was dissolved. With regard to the logistics, it should be said that - as
occurs in other organic aspects — the war of 1879 found the Chilean Army without any material prepara
tion. It was completely improvised and came to the extreme case that such fundamental services such
as Administration and Supervisors, Health, etc., were left to the responsibility of civil servants.
The administrative system did not exist, except the commissary, exercised by the fiscal treasurers in
all the Republic and they played the role of some officers with the rank of captain. The troops were
served meals in the barracks when they could be found, since half - approximately - were detached at
independent missions (when in the case of the frontier araucana?). In regard to the costumes and
equipment, they were ordered at France, through a system of proposals. The health service relied on a
military hospital in the charge of one or more professionals. On the frontier it was necessary to
organise hospitals in some rooms in the barracks of Mulchen, Angol and Chiguaihue, with a pharmacy in
each one. The Veterinary service is not mentioned in the official documents of the military command
of the era.

With respect to the war material, it is enough to say that since I865 there existed a Ministry of
artillery in Limache, that was founded and made cannons and artillery projectiles. In accordance with



an unfavourable (decision or message) of the Minister of War, In 1872, the Ministry^agreed 'to a devia
tion and dedicated Itself to manufacturing - hy hand - only cartridges for the Minie rifle, for the
use of corps of the National Guard.

2. New Organisation of Remembrance with the Experience; In the September of 1880, at the time before
the campaign of Lima, the Army of Chile was organised in the following form;

General in Chief: General of Division D. Manuel Baquedano.
Chief of the General Staff: General of Brigade D.Marcos Maturana.
Besides, 6 high leaders with different charges.

I Division:

Commandejft: General of Division D. Jose a. Villagran.

1.a Brigade of Infantry.
- 'i regiments
- 1 battalion

2.a Brigade of Infantry.
- 3 regiments
- I battalion

Cavalry of the Division
- I regiment

Artillery of the Division.
- 2 brigades with 30 cannons
- 3 machineguns

II Division: Commander^;: General of Brigade D. Emllio Sotomajoy.

l.a Brigade of Infantry.
- 3 regiments
- 1 battalion

Cavalry of the Division
- 1 regiment

Artillery of the Division
- 2 brigades of 26 cannons
- 3 machineguns

III Division: Commander: Colonel D.Pedro Largos.

1.a Brigade of Infantry.
- 2 regiments
- Naval battalion

2.a Brigade of Infantry
- 3 regiments
- 3 battalions

Cavalry of the Division.
- 1 regiment

Artillery of the Division.
- 2 brigades with 2A cannons
- 2 machineguns

General Summary:

3 divisions, with 6 brigades of infantry, l6 regiments id. and 8 battalions id., 3 regiments of
cavalry and 2 regiments of artillery with 6 brigades.

Total Strength:

26,413 men, 3,109 horses and mules, 80 pieces of artillery and 8 machineguns. The logistic
services such as Supervisors (feeding, clothing, equipment and mules). Health Department, Veterinary,
Material of War, Transport, etc., functioned normally from the first months of the conflict.

3. Uniforms: Considering that there was a great variety of uniforms used by officers and troops during
the war and - therefore - here is a general description. The uniforms were similar to the French Army
of the period. The infantry for example, wore a kepi with a blue-black (dark blue?) band on the lower
part, and the crown of the upper part red, with a bronze insignia. A blue-black frock coat, with
double buttons of bronze and with red collar and cuffs. Red trousers. Short boots of a dark coffee

colour. Black leather belt, with square (or rectangular) bronze metal plate, with the respective
insignia.

Since this article was typed, the following amendment has been received from its author:-

"Recently, I sent to you my translation of a letter regarding the Chilean Army during the War of
the Pacific (1879-1883), Including some general comments of mine. I should like to note here some
errata in my translation. The phrase "when in the case of the frontier araucana," should read, "as
in the case of the araucana frontier." I suspect this refers to the area of the Araucanian Indians
in central Chile. After the War of the Pacific, the Araucanian Indians were conquered by Chile and
their land made into a province of that country."

SOLDIER MAGAZINE - July 1978. A good illustrated article on the Royal Scots Dragoon Guards ter
centenary; all the latest news on the Modern Army including their new pay scales and a Peport of an
exercise involving 3rd Royal Tank Regiment from Bhurtpore Barracks, Tidworth, where I am to spend the
weekend from tomorrow at the annual RTR reunion; report on the REME Military Museum; correspondence;
the latest military LPs and a fine section on military book reviews.

RANK AND FILE - The Tunbridge Wells Wargames Society Newsletter. This wargames club who really
wargame, having about six or eight games going at a time at each meeting. Contains details with map
of their new Napoleonic competition; a report on a World War Two river crossing wargame and an article
on the Russian Army of 1812.



REFLECTIONS BY A VETERAN

Bill ThurLon

1 had intended to write to you after your cri de couer in the April Editorial in the Newsletter
- hut various things have delayed me.

As you know, my interest in wargaming is more theoretical than practical. 1 am interested in
the whole "scene", to use the modern idiom, hut am too long in the tooth (and weak in the head!) to
want to actually play wargames now (here my elder grandson is the active wargamer in the family -
though he is now diversifying into air pistol shooting and working in recoverlngiMosqtiil't.o Aircraft).

But, apart from the H.G.Wells' wargames article in "Little Wars", which 1 had around in 1913,
Wargamer's Newsletter was first in the field, and 1 hegan to feel some apprehension as 1 realised
how the years have flown since first 1 met it. The moreso as 1 realise two of my former colleagues
on the staff of St.John's College have died within the last fortnight, and 1 realise that last Monday
my elder grand daughter officially became an adult and that 1 am myself 75 next month!

Perhaps 1 am losing a little of the euphoria 1 felt when on my visit to hospital in January the
charming young lady doctor who "vetted" me first said "They've got your age wrong, you're not nearly
75" and 1 was able to answer "1 was six months old when the Wright brothers first flew!"

Wargamer's Newsletter has been the pioneer in wargame news and magazines, just as you have been
a pioneer in the field of wargaming literature. The Newsletter publicity must come from its readers
and the Clubs. Possibly readers might help to give it publicity by placing copies in their Public
Libraries and similar places.

In the last few weeks 1 have noticed wargaming displays in bookshops, a Travel Agency and a long
display in the window of a Building Society,

1 thought Harold Gerry's letter in the April issue raised a very good point. Some people prefer
the tactical game on the battlefield, others the grand strategy-type of game with map as well as table
- on the other hand there is interest to be found in the small skirmish or Western gunfight. In the
same way some people like the strategy of GO, with its simple rules, but diabolically difficult play,
while others prefer Chess, primarily a tactical game - while still others prefer to experiment with
Chess variants. 1 play some chess locally, and very occasionally GO, but would prefer GO if it was
easier to find casual opponents. Possibly the beautiful simplicity of GO suits my ageing brain
better.

1 have been looking recently at some of the imaginary war stories that were so prolifically
written from 1870 - Chesney's "Battle of Dorking" until 1914 - and again in the period between Wars.
Good ones were on the whole very few - apart from the Boys Story Papers, most of which were adopted
from Wm Le Queux. 1 suppose there are a few that are still worth reading, apart from their curio
interest, "The Battle of Dorking", "The Riddle of the Sands", Wells's "War in the Air" and "The Lord
Ironclad", Conan Doyles short story "Danger. 1 suppose one ought to mention Le Queux - though if it
is true that he was Queen Alexandria's favourite novelist this says little for her late Majesty's
taste. Post 1914 Montague's "Right off the Map" was quite good. More recently "The Battle of Sidney"
was also quite good. But now the move seems to be towards a flood of stories about mercenaries or
small wars, like Barry Wynne's documentary novel about Gibraltar, and, in a class of its own "The
Dogs of War".

1 have found the "fantasy" trend taking an interesting turn.

Somw of the latest figures raise questions as to whether they are wargaming figures at all. 1
wonder whether all this interest in Sorcerers, Magic, nude femals, etc., is not just one more symptom
of the decline of religion; when a civilisation is breaking up, and refuge from reality is sought in
the occult, weird oriental cults and old superstitions. Perhaps, like most old people, 1 grow dis
illusioned: but did we endure 1939-45, and some of us 1914-18 also, merely to produce a third class
England!

1 have just thought that, of all the wargaming magazines that have been published, are in many
cases folded, the only one 1 shall really miss - and heaven forbid that i^ should ever fold, is the
Newsletter. It is still "our" magazine in a way no other one'could ever be.

I
THE RH|>NE CONFEDERATION WARGAMES SOCIETY NEWSLETTER. Formed of U.S. servicemen in Germany, most

of its contents are not unnaturally parochial in that they concern their own activities, and the
general trend of mutual assistance is admirable. Now and then their enthusiasm tends to go a little
too far as in the June 1978 Newsletter where they talk of a magazine (unknown to me) called "The Space
Gamer" which contains relevant matter for a boardgame OGRE and say "if you don't subscribe to the
magazine, maybe we could xerox the article for those members of the club interested in having a copy".
I feel rather strongly about any practice that prevents people buying the copy of a magazine, by
circulating its contents around by photocopying them. Magazines such as this (and no doubt The Space
Gamer) struggle along on a shoestring and depend heavily on gaining even half a dozen subscribers here
and there, so they must inevitably suffer if their contents are pirated in this manner.

ANSWERS TO MILITARY QUIZ on Page M

1. One-armed General Sam Browne. 2. The Crimean War 1855-56. 3- Five.
4. Percussion cap ignition for small arms.
5. a) 24 June 1859: b) 30 October 1899: c) 13 October 1758: d) 17 January 1781 and

e) 30 December 1460.



MUST LIST
I do not think I would like to he living In Hudderslleld these days as I douht If the locals,

particularly those In the vicinity of the HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED factory, are getting very much
sleepJ I say this because It Is quite obvious that every conceivable piece of machinery on the
premises must be thudding, pounding and pulsating madly night and day under the fevered guidance of
a host of overworked and exhausted minions. At least, that Is the Impression one must certainly get
from their Incredible output - I had only just reviewed the last great collection of samples when
another box arrived with even more In! As I dictate this, they lie before me on my desk occupying
almost Its entire surface and range from 5^mm figures, 25mm Fantasy, 15mm vehicles and figures, space
ships down to 1:2000 scale Napoleonic warships. If only because they are new, let us first consider
the HERITAGE 15mm armoured fighting vehicles of World War Two of which I have seven packs here before
me. There are the following - PZKW 35st LT; M3A1 Scout car; M29C Amphibious Weasel; Sdkfz 251/22 HT;
Universal Carrier; Cromwell IV and Covenanter - all clearly recognisable at reasonable wargamlng
distances and, when painted, will obviously be exceptionally accurate and authentic representations.

All are beautifully made and very clearly detailed with two of the bigger vehicles and three
of the smaller ones to a pack. There was no listing sent with the samples so I cannot give prices but
they are heavy cast models and obviously they are going to be more expensive than plastic models -
although It should be pointed out that you cannot get plastic models In this scale. Accompanying them
are a number of packs of World War Two German and U.S. Infantry In a great variety of poses - riflemen
firing In lying, kneeling and standing"positions, mortar and machine-gun teams, men with automatic
weapons, others with Panzer faust or Bazooka, etc., etc. Again, I have no prices but I Imagine that
these will be priced In accordance with similar size packs In other periods.

The four packs of 25mm Fantasy figures all seem to be well cast and Illustrative of their titles
such as the Northern Goblins wild wolves and mounted Southern Hareds; marksmen with javelin ancb'siwords
who seemingly are Allies of Goodly Men and a motley collection of floating voters under the title of
"Game Playing Pieces" which consist of clerics bearing crosses, a couple of thieves, a pair of dwarves
and two Little People. Well, there you are - If you are one of the Initiated you will be able to sort
that lot out and have a pretty fair Idea of what has come on the market. If you are like me and the
rest of our gang around here (with the exception of my son Peter who Is not here to advise me) - then
you will no doubt be a trifle bemused.

As In the case of the other models, HINCHLIFFE products are producing and marketing In U.K. under
licence a fine series of Valiant Miniatures - historical and fictional figures. This month they have
sent along some extremely well detailed and cast figures of two 17th-18th periods - a Russo-German
Jager and a French Line Infantryman; then there Is a Nordic Barbarian warrior In a sort of quilted
hauberk with a fine belligerent blond moustache. Painted up they will undoubtedly look as attractive
as the coloured photographs of completed and painted models that accompany them.

The Spaceships are extremely Ingenious In their appearance and no doubt when suitably painted and
erected on the large or small movement stands which fill two of the packets, will take their place In
Interstellar warfare, suitably crewed with Captain Kirks and Spocks. Much more f«imlllar and beautiful
ly detailed for their size are the two packs of 1:2000 scale sailing men-of-war designed by Valiant
Miniatures and manufactured by Hlnchllffe Models Limited. The two before me at the moment are l6-gun
schooners and 18—gun brlgs-of-war - the packs containing 7 and 6 models respectively. As one picture
Is worth dozens of words I am leaving a space for the In-
elusion of what Is apparently the present range of these ^
Fighting Sail vessels so that potential naval wargamers
can see for themselves exactly what Is available and, like / 4.
me, give very serious thought to getting started! famm

since writing the above dete.lls of review samples
from HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED I ;recelved 25nlm Renaissance,
Infantry and cavalry; two French Napoleonic cavalry and
two other figures In 25mm wargames range. The first two
Renaissance figures are most Impressive, designed In the
usual florid (necessary for this period) Hlnchllffe style
so that when painted up they will be a quite glorious
embellishment to the armies to which they belong. There
Is a Polish dismounted dragoon whom I presume matches up
with a Polish mounted dragoon so that the necessary styles
of fighting of this type of soldier can be simulated and
finally there Is a Stradlot, one of those ubiquitous light
cavalry who feature so prominently In the wars of this
period. There are two French Napoleonic line dragoons -
an elite company officer and trooper; an Ancient Indian
officer In an Impressively authoritative pose, but to me
the finest figure of the lot Is the English Civil War
artilleryman with rammer over shoulder from which Is sus
pended a bucket and other Impedimenta. This figure Is
beautifully designed and ably depicts a sort of resigned
weariness - another one that will look great when painted

^mCll
FS-1 I

100 Gun Ship of the Line {2)1

FS-3

74 Gun Ship of the Line (2)

FS-3
44 Gun Frigate {2)

FS-4

36 Gun Frigate (2)
FS-5

20 Gun Sloop of War (3)

FS-6 f"®'
18 Gun Brig of War (3) Gun Schooner (3)

FS-8

12 Gun Cutter (3)

FS-9

Bomb Ketch (3)
FS-10

Mediteranean Galley (3)
FS-11

Algerian Xebec (3)

FS-12 Ships'Boats {15) -imi 1^1 ^
The number of ships per packet is indicated in parentheses.

All ships come complete with cast metal masts and sails, and can be
assembled and ready to use in five minutes.

I am never quite sure at whom these Alrflx Multipose I I/2OOO Scale SaillnQ Men O'War I
military figures In 1:32nd scale are directed - are they v ' X
for the Individual Skirmish wargamer (in which case I
should hardly think the sales would make their costly design worthwhile) or are they aimed at the
modeller who will use them In a diorama? Again I would hardly have thought that there were enough



modellers Interested in making dioreimas containing six figures of Japanese infantry 1941-1945. Hav
ing said that (from the point of view of an Airfix shareholder) I would go on to say that although
I only have them in front of me in their unassembled forms, still connected to their sprues, they
are beautifully detailed - the six heads have a quite distinctive and recognisable difference as
would be the case in real-life. The accessory items such as pistols, entrenching tools, weapons,
etc., are beautifully made and there is no doubt that when these figures are put together they will
be really effective. But again the doubt rises in my mind as to whether their low price and the
fact that they are plastic mitigates against them being used by the serious modeller as those
factors will probably not encourage him to devote the time and skill to construction and painting
that he is likely to devote to a metal figure costing anything from £1.50p to four or five pounds.
I may be quite wrong about this but it was the first thought" that struck me - the second thought is
that perhaps Airfix consider there is a sufficiently large market among semi—penniless teenage
modellers to justify the expense of designing, moulding and marketing this Multipose range.

MINIATURE FIGURINES have put me in something of a dilemma in that all their recent energies
appear to have been concentrated in a range of which they are undoubtedly immensely proud - 25mm
Fantasy figures under the title of "The Valley of the Four Winds". So much importance is placed
upon this range that they have taken a two-page spread in the July Military Modelling (at a not
inconsiderable cost) to list the figures and show photographs of them. My dilemma lies in the fact
that I am not at all sure that there is much of a market for Fantasy figures among readers of this
magazine, coupled with the fact that the Miniature Figurines usual advertisement which has adorned
the inside cover of this magazine for many years is a single page affair and a two page advert can
not be so condensed: I must tackle Neville Dickinson at tomorrow night's Dinner of the Wessex
Military Dining Club and ask whether he wishes a repeat of a former advert or does he intend to try
and seduce the rest of us mature and honest wargamers with his exotically named lists of "Good
People"; "The Living Dead"; "Woods and Witches"; "The Swamp Lords"; and "Grand Wizards". It is im
pressed upon me that there is a great gulf between we older conventional wargamers and those
youngsters who are mucking around on the fringes with such serious intent - how does one make rules
for such items as a hanging tree pole with bodies; a cartfull of skulls and bones; an armoured wood
louse; an old witch holding a rat; a walking mouth; a shouting head on arms and an old woman changing
into fire? To avert any possible annoyance on the part of Neville Dickinson, the designer of the
figures and any readers who might be interested in collecting and painting these figures, I hasten
to say that I am not taking the mickey but am genuinely bewildered:

Still on the subject of MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED, I have been given to understand by Dick
Watson who does the photographs and maps for my books, that he has completed a vast range of photo
graphs which adorn the new Miniature Figurines catalogue - if and when this comes to hand I will be
delighted to give it a write-up (that is another thing I will have to mention to Neville at the
Dinner tomorrow night although it may well be he will bring me a copy in which case it will be
mentioned later in this feature).

Well, what do you know? For most of my life the name and Bryant and May has been synonymous
with boxes of matches and now, quite ingeniously, I find they have a Toy and Craft Division who are
turning out a Woodcraft range of siege machines - seemingly beautiful, authentic, fully working scale
models in 1:32nd scale in the natural wood which was the same material as the original machines.
Every kit contains detailed working plans and an authoritative account of the machine's history, its
tactical use in battle and its method of construction. At the moment there are three kits — a
mangonel-catapult; a battering ram and a siege tower. Each includes wood spars for the main
structure, wood splints for detail, wheels, twine, sandpaper and glue. Every siege machine kit has
extra plans and materials for making support equipment such as bowmen's mantlets, carts, fascines,
barricades, all in wood. I have no details about the price of these items which their photographs
would indicate to be quite beautiful and realistic looking models. I suggest you look out for them
or write to P.O.Box 23, Fairfield Road, London E3 2QE.

GREENWOOD AND BALL LIMITED are faithful supporters of this magazine with advertising and yet
rarely seem to get a mention - perhaps because much of their production line is made up with items
not specifically pertaining to wargaming. I draw the attention of readers to their advertisement
this month which deals with some quite unique 54 and 80mm figures and, more to our taste, some new
Garrison 25mm wargames figures. See their advert for details of these Ancient, Medieval and other
period figures and look out for some more Medievals and 20mm World War Two figures to come shortly.

Talking of Medieval wargaming, PETER LAING has a very fine selection in I5mm, including excell
ent accessories such as ox carts and siege engines. We don't hear much about Peter but he soldiers
on steadily down in Hereford, quietly fulfilling the needs of hundreds of wargamers whilst living
a life of his own choice - which can't be bad, can it?

DIXON MINIATURES (Ash Grove, Royles Head Lane, Longwood, Huddersfield) have some new figures
out this month under the heading Flodden: The range consists of Border Horse; Border cavalryman
with crossbow; Scottish mailed archer firing bow; English archer firing bow; English billman*
Scottish noble pikeman with Pavise for an extra 6p; Scottish infantry with drawn sword; Scottish
peasant pikemaH and Scottish mailed axeman. I note in their description of these figures that the
makers suggest that some of them can be used as Vikings.

LEICESTER MICRO MODELS LIMITED (32 Wellesbourne Drive, Glenfield, Leicester) have completely
up-dated and re-written their World War Two Infantry Action rules "Cambrai to Sinai". The new
edition covers all aspects of ground combat and will be used at the forthcoming National Convention.
Price £1.40p plus 15p postage and packing.

SKYTREX 1,200 range of World War Two vehicles and figures are not as well known as they ought
to be despite being much admired at exhibitions and meetings. The range includes armoured fighting
vehicles of U.S.A., Britain, Germany and Russia and is constantly being increased - this month they
have added a 25 pdr gun, quad and limber; 6 pdr anti-tank gun; Bishop SPG; 88mm Flak 36 AT; Sdkfz 7
tractor; Pak 38 50mm AT; a Nebelwerfer; a Jagd Panther; SU 85; SU 100; SU 152 and a Ba lCM:iA/car.
n addition they have infantry packs of Russians , Gffermans and British "Inoluding support weapons and

CONTINUED ON PAGE i 4-



LETTERS
"Thank you for your "Thank you T.W." in the latest Newsletter. I thought you, and perhaps your

readers, might like to know what prompted my comments.

Recently I had occasion to go through ten years hack issues of the Newsletter, and this confirmed
an opinion which I formed many years ago, and have reiterated in public in Battle in recent months.
That is that the value of the Newsletter lies not so much in it's articles by readers - there is very
little specific "information" in these articles - but in the writings of the editor, which are full
of an infectious love of the hobby. This, and news, discussion and argument in letters to the maga-
zine, is the real value of the magazine; always had been and - I hope - always will be.

I agree with your comment on recrimination and draggingup old arguments, so will pass swiftly
over this part of my letter. I apologise if I erred in my comments on Miniature Warfare s title, but
my comments were based on a letter you wrote to me in November 1972. lette^ you specifical y
said that you had registered wargames, etc., eind used that registration to prevent John Tunsti
calling his magazine The Wargamer." You went on to say that since then the hobby had become so
popular that you had not bothered to stick to your claim.

Nothing derogatory was intended by my comments in Battle; I quoted you as an "Olympian authority"
(the reader's phrase) in all seriousness, as most regard you as the true founder of wargaming in
"modern" times. (For definition of modern wargaming, see correspondence from myself and Charles
in Battle!)

I shall continue to plug the Newsletter in Battle, and would be glad to hear if sales increase
at all over the October 1977-October 1978 period as a result."

Terry Wise of Doncaster, South Yorks.

ooOoo

"It is with some sadness that I have to admit having paid a substantial cash sum to Minden Books
onlv to receive no reply to my order, and subsequent letter. This was quite at variance with my
previous amicable dealings with them and leads me to suppose that a change of personnel or policy may
have occurred.

I must say that I feel sorry for youngsters with limited finances who may
by these people. Such treatment is reprehensible and can only disillusion those attracted
hobby.

Although it has to be appreciated that those who publish the advertisements ^
Dosition and are legally blameless, perhaps a greater willingness by publishers to establish the
good faith and standing of potential advertisers would help. Personal acquaintance and solid reputa
tion arrobviousirthe surest safeguards, but, in the event of regular complaints being lodged againstr^LMcularaStlsL! perhaps the best policy would be to refuse to publish further advertisements
until a satisfactory explanation is given to all involved, and the damage put right.

However, full marks for showing the concern and foresight to mention the situation in the News
letter, since this may at least serve as a cautionary warning to others tempted to make the same
mistake."

D.J.Why of Brighton.

(This particular advertiser had a trouble-free record for a long time before folding up, and there
was no reason whatsoever to refuse, or even question, the offending advert. Editor.)

ooOoo

"I felt I would first like to thank you for the help you have gff irm^Wy
favourably and then pass a few comments on my personal feelings about what I feel are to put it mild y
critical of the format, etc., of your excellent magazine.

Tn tVip -firtit nlace let it be known I am not a wargamer and therefore am often very confused by
some of the articles on such subjects as wind, rain or pLiJrtLt"

.  a. • + +v»o+ T fl ci "haslcallv & uniform rGsearczief of a specii ic perj.uu mau

llllolirs^cZ ff^treJeiraLfLre^the ;ritten work larger than J^o
because I felt that despite my real love being uniforms, wargamers would benefit from research into



organisation. As a residential social worker with a fulltime occupation, financing this venture at
my own expense my message is that if you really love any aspect of your hohhy you can do something
about it. I readily accept that I might be considered an obsessional fanatic where this period is
concerned but I feel that at least it is important to use your available facilities in offering your
knowledge to others who cannot find the same information. My inspiration has always been Friedrich
Schirmer whose booklets on the Seven Years War were of a modest nature but now eagerly sought although
they are out of print.

The main object of this exercise has been to say that I will continue to support you despite the
fact wargaming is not my metier because you have demonstrated to me that you are prepared to help new
comers, to give free press to your most critical readers and give good value for your money."

R.D.Pengel of Birmingham.

ooOoo

"You wil-L find the name at the bottom of this note a real oldie creeping out of the dim and
distant past ■ we first met at the Duke of York's and the Hastings 1066 celebration 'do'! As someone
who missed getting involved in the club and championship circuit, my only indulgence is the annual
Society of Ancients (how appropriate?) day out at Caxton Hall and the pleasure there of rediscovering
familiar faces.

I can recall very few lapses in my enjoyment of wargaming over the years. I attribute this to
the support of my three wargaming friends - shield brothers in the hobby, enemies across the table -
and the common sense inspiration of your editorials, which help suppress any niggling doubts about
our being sane and normal.

Our little foursome has gone through many phases, sometimes ahead of, and sometimes stimulated
by, the tales we hear of trends in the outside world. The old notion that a change is as good as a
rest seems to apply to wargaming rules as much as it does to anything else. At the moment we seem
to be setting ourselves on-table problems that require more bounds per game than our last set of rules
gave time for and we have consequently been experimenting again."

Peter Stallabrass of Ingatestone, Essex.

ooOoo

"I too was a victim of "Wargamer's Monthly". A six pound subscription disappeared into limbo -
it was cashed (the cheque) pretty quickly 1 notice. I wonder if it was a "fold" or a "con". With
silence reigning one puts the worst construction on the affair. Did all the learned contributors
get their fees I wonder? For heaven sake keep on with the Newsletter, it is the only real paper of
the hobby. I must say "Battle" has improved, but it is still rather "market" centred rather than
"grass roots" like Wargamer's Newsletter."

David Barnes of Basingstoke.

ooOoo

FILMS fe TALKS

THE CLUB

will run from Mondays to Fridays,
ICam to 3.30|jin, beginning Monday
24 July and ending Friday 18
August* 1978. It will be open
to ail aged from 7 to 18 years.
Entry to all events will be free.
The purpose of the club will be
to stimulate an interest in the
history of the British Army, and
to encourage involvement in
creative hobbies.

MEEKLY THEMES

Each week, all activities will be
related to a particular historical
period.

Week It English Revolution to
American Revolution

1642-1783

Week 2t The Napoleonic Wars
1800-1815

Week 31 The Crimea, and Colonial
Warfare 1854-1898

Week 4» Twentieth Century Warfare

There will be at least one

illustrated talk or feature/
documentary film each day, on a
topic relevant to the week's theme.
Talks and gallery tours on

specialized subjects, and short
talks followed by a chance for
members to handle old weapons and
uniforms, will also be given.

MODELMAKXNG

Facilities will be provided tor
advanced model-making, with advice
and demonstrations on converting
figures by leading experts from the
BRITISH MODEL SOLDIFJt SOCIETY.

Some free kits, glue and paint, as
well as technical advice, will be
provided by AIRFIX Ltd.
ISaterlals and detailed information

will also be available for basic
modei-making.

PAINTING A SKETCHING

tiaterlals will be provided and members
encouraged to develop Ideas
stimulated by gallery visits. Gallery
guide booklets containing suggestions
for follow-up artwork will be
available.

HARGAMING

There will be wargaming for both
beginners and experts. The museum
will loan some figures, and outside
experts will also be bringing their
collections, demonstrating, and
inviting participation.

There will be a quiz related to the
weekly theme open to all ages on a
knockout basis, dealing with factual
knowledge, and identifying objects,
pictures, and music.

For full details

Education Department

write to: National Army Museum

Royal Hospital Road
London SW3 4in'



It Is not without pride that he records that never more than f35,000 of his countrymen were In^the field et any one-time

as the four volumes of WITH THE FLAG TO PRETORIA and other

similar illustrated hooks of the period. Nevertheless, the text is firs"i;-class and ahly outlines
the progressive course of the war which is suitably illustrated throughout. As a one volume history
capable of really enlightening the reader as to the cause, course and result of a major historical
conflict, this book cannot be bettered and is strongly recommended, as I say,'to wargamers availing
themselves of the ready availability of wargames figures such as those recently made by Peter
Manning for Miniature Figurines.

Mecdonald and Jarie's, the*publishers of the above reviewed book, are certainly turning out some
stimulating volumes these days. Their latest list includes such works as "Commandos and Rangers of
World War Two" by James D. Ladd (who also wrote a most interesting and useful book for wargamers
ASSAULT FROM THE SEA published by David and Charles, dealing with landing craft and amphibious
operations). Then there is "War in the Shadows" by Robert B. Asprey the Guerrilla in History; NUMBERS
PREDICTION AND WAR by Colonel T.N.Dupuy, in which this famous American military historian describes a
novel numerical method for predicting the course and outcome of battles and campaigns; by the same
author ELUSIVE VICTORY a military history of the Arab-Israeli Wars 19^7-1974. Macdonald and Jane's
also publish numerous Year Books, Fact Flies, etc., all of interest to wargamers and military
historians.

UNIFORMS OF THE PENINSULAR WAR 1807-1814 by Philip Haythornthwaite. (7f" x 5i"; 180 pages; 64
full-page colour plates; 6 pages of black-and-white plates. Blandford Press - £4.25p).

This must surely rank as one of the outstanding volumes in the well known Blandford Colour Series,
being by an experienced, authoritative and historical writer who is also a known wargamer and
illustrated by a first-class artist of high reputation. Without a doubt this book could well revolu
tionise the wargamers attitude towards painting Napoleonic figures as its illustrations are not all
of parade-ground uniforms but include many that are ragged and bizarre. It has long been my conten
tion that our table-top armies are full of', immaculately turned out regimental sergeant-majors (probably
the smartest men in the British Army) whereas soldiers, particularly in the days when everybody had
to carry every item of clothing on their person, were nothing but military tramps after the first few
weeks of a campaign. The book covers the armies of Britain, France, Spain, Portugal and French Allies;
equipment and campaign kit including shoes and has appendices British Infantry Regiments in the
Peninsula; Orders of Battle; and the Battle of Talavera. The text is first-class and authoritative
and there is a fine concise History of the War as an introduction. End plates consist of useful maps
of the area of operations. Highly recommended and well up to the usual high Blandford standards.

SIEGES OF THE GREAT CIVIL WAR by Brigadier Peter Young and Wilfred
Emberton. (138 x 216 mm; 176 pages; 15 picture-maps. Bell and Hyman -
£6.95p).

Sieges of the Great Civil War

The authors are both well known in the field of military history,
authorities on the English Civil War and high ranking officers in the mff
Sealed Knot; Brigadier Peter Young, as a wartime commando leader, was I ?.■'
one of the most decorated British soldiexs of World War Two and his collab- ||g|H||||^H^y|gH
orator Wilf Emberton is a Hampshire man and a great friend of Wessex J
Military Society members in Southampton. All too little is known about
the numerous sieges of the Great Civil War of 1642-46 and we travel around Sieges of the Great Civil War
our country, going in and out of towns, without realising that once they
suffered all the grim privations of siege, assault and storm. The authors chose rather than describ
ing a large number of investments briefly, to select a few and describe them in considerable detail.
Thus their book, after an illuminating introduction concerning siege warfare in the seventeen century,
deals with operations at Portsmouth, Farnham Castle, Reading, Bristol, Gloucester, Hull, Plymouth,
Lathom House, Lyme, York City, Winchester Castle, Basing House, Skipton Castle, Chester, Donnington
Castle and Newark. There are appendices useful to the wargamer as they contain the names of regiments
and numbers involved in numerous Civil War actions plus a list of English Civil War garrisons in
various parts of England (also of great value when undertaking an English Civil War campaign). The
picture-maps are most unusual and exceptionally well suited to the wargamer as they can. be transposed
almost in their entirety to the table-top as battle terrains for operations with model soldiers.
Written with great authority and considerable affection, this book, although.rather highly priced,
deserves to be well received and studied by the wargamer and military historian.



TAG by Lou Drendel - A pictorial history of the USAF Tactical Air Forces 1970-1977. This soft
covered large beautifully presented booklet selling at ^6.95 (also obtainable from Almark Publica
tions In England) Is the latest of the Squadron/Slgnal Publications from America. Containing as all
their works do, an amazing selection of photographs and coloured Illustrations, the book also In
cludes a very readable text and tabular details of the 1977 Command structure of the USAF Tactical
Air Forces.

If you are Interested In Freneh military history and can read French then the list Le Llvre
Poste (45 Rue Benard, 75014 Paris) Is your cup-of-tea. It contains details of a great many books
dealing moStly'-wtth-contemporary French military history Including quite a lot to do with the Foreign
Legion and one of particular Interest "L'Armee d'Afrlque 1830—1962" at the rather frightening price
of 195 francs. The list also contains a short list of military LPs of marches and songs of the French
Army throughout history, mostly played by the Band of the Garde Republlcalne.

Just received from Squadron/Slgnal Publications yet another of their ARMOR series "M113 IN
ACTION". A most Interesting Issue and one of great use to the wargamer fighting post-World War Two
battles. Every modern army uses the armoured personnel carrier and the M113, as perhaps the foremost
vehicle of Its type, remains one of the most significant landmarks In the history of Armoured
Fighting Vehicles. Packed with photographs, plans and diagrams, (some In colour) this book depicts
this vehicle and Its variants In service with many nations and on many fields. p3-93 (obtaining In
U.K. from Almark Limited).

THE BATTLE OF SPARTHEIM-THORNBERG

J. A. Hilton

This Is a report of a wargame, which em
ployed simple rules, governing the use of Alrflx
American Civil War figures on a five by three
foot table, to simulate the grand tactics of the
mld-nlneteenth century.

The Strategic Situation;
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In 1861, France mobilised six divisions. I /I ̂  ^ I 1
(One model soldier represents a battalion of
600; three battalions per brigade; five brigades .
per division; one model gun per division; one —iil ""
wagon train and one cavalry brigade to two
divisions.) Austria could only mobilise four
divisions and so occupied South Germany to Incorporate Its two divisions. (France and Austria could
mobilise four to six depending on a dice-throw. South Germany one to three. Neither player knew what
the other had scored.) Austria, being now on at least equal terms, advanced on the French before
Prussia could Intervene. The opposing armies clashed somewhere between the Black Forest and the
Danube.-

The Tactical Situation (See Map):

As dawn broke the German forces were advancing from Sparthelm. (Movement at 2 m.p.h. restricted
to roads. Groundscale lcm:200m. Tlmescale 1 move:3 hours. Orders written a move ahead. Cavalry
scouts. Divisions deploy for battle. Figures not set out until within a mile of enemy). I Division
was on the Haulstadt road, II on the Thornberg road. III and V on the Gadsteln road, IV on the Kelb
road, VI behind Sparthelm. The French 1st, 2nd and 3rd Divisions were on the Zundorf-Haulstadt road,
whilst 4th, 5th and 6th were on the Zundorf-Thornber road. (A division takes up six miles of road).

Move I; Began with the German 111 and V Divisions advancing on Gaddteln, whilst 1 demonstrated towards
Haulstadt. The French 1st, 2nd and 3rd marched on Haulstadt, whilst 4th, 5th and 6th moved on Thorn
berg. By the end of the move, both commanders had realised the approximate positions of the enemy.
The Germans determined to cover their own communications at Sparthelm with two divisions and to strike
with four through Thornberg against the French communications. The French, fearing they were out
numbered, Intended concentrating four divisions at Thornberg, whilst they threatened Sparthelm with
two.

Move 2: The German I division retired on Sparthelm, pursued by the French 1st and 2nd, whilst 3rd moved
on Thornberg.

Move 3: The German III and V advanced on Thornberg via Gadsteln, whilst 11 and VI advanced on Thornberg
from Sparthelm. Serious fighting began. (Casualties are scored by dicing for each brigade. The maxl-
miun "kill" Is one model soldier, dependent on strength, range, cover and fonnatlon. One "kill" compels
morale throw. Two kills renders brigade Ineffective).

Move 4: The German IV Division reinforced 1 at Sparthelm, where fighting also began.

Move 5: The Germans were repulsed round Thornberg but held the French at Sparthelm.

Darkness made further fighting Impossible, both side dug In and then negotiated a truce under
Prussian mediation. (it was time to go to the pub. The game had taken one hour to play.)



LOOKING AROUND
AIRFIX MAGAZINE - July 1978. Contains well Illustrated articles of Interest to wargamers on

creating realistic foliage effects for dlor^as or wargames; Napoleonic Wargames Figures — The
Austrlans hy Terry Wise; plus reviews of the latest models, hooks, kits, etc.

Journal of the SOCIETY FOR ARMY HISTORICAL RESEARCH - Summer 1978. If you are Interested In
the British Army then this Is for you. Contains highly authoritative articles on the Guards In
1745; Military Discipline In the Volunteer Force late 19th century; The Medical Destruction of the
British Army In the West Indies 1793-1815; N Battery, 5th Brigade R.A. at Isandhlwana plus fine
hook reviews, letters, questions and answers and coloured plates.

ARQUEBUSIER - May-June. This journal of the Pike and Shot Society written hy enthusiasts for
enthusiasts and contains good articles on the period plus fine figure reviews hy George Gush; War-
gaming with Samurai; An Indian Moghul Wargames Army; a Wargames Battle Report of the period;
Renaissance Wargamlng In New Zealand plus letters and other features.

BATTLE - July 1978. With a thoughtful veteran wargamer Charles Grant on the cover, contains
well Illustrated articles on modern weapons; an Ancient Wargame Report; a Tahle-top Wargames Teaser;
a survey of Ancient wargames figures (very useful as It details all available figures and their
makers); wargamlng In 15inn> scale hy Charles Grant; Terry Wise on Caesar's Campaign against the Helvetll
58 BC for wargamers; A mini-campaign - Crossing the Rhine hy Charles Grant; The Battle of Newhury for
wargamers; Tony Bath comparing the Romans and the Macedonians; Tony Bath's series on Hyhorla, plus
Terry Wise's pungent Observation Post, reviews of figures, hooks, etc.

TTTP GAMESMAN - Edited and published hy Don Miller, 12315 Judson Road, Wheaton, Md., U.S.A.
20906. This magazine has been out for a long time and deals mostly with hoardgames, and has a big
major Interest In chess. This Issue contains a good article on Warships 191^-1945 By our old friend
Barry J.Carter who In considerable depth deals with this fascinating subject and gives an excellent
detailed bibliography. Then there Is a sort of "Looking Around" of wargamlng magazines received
(at far greater depth than given here!) plus a long article on Chess as a Wargame. If this Is your
scene then you will really like this enthusiastic magazine.

MILITARY MODELLING - July 1978. Well Illustrated and packed with material, tempting adverts,
etc., etc. For the wargamer contains Illustrated articles on The Northumbrian and Wessex Campaigns
In 1066; Adheslves In modelling; plus In-depth reviews of figures, models, books, etc.

SIGNAL - June 1978. That Incomparable monthly (?) magazine aimed at the military hobby^fleld
written, produced and badly mis-spelt by Canadian John Mansfield. Always contains the latest infor
mation on boardgames, TV films, etc., and Is well worth the price of fil.OOp for eight issues per
annum. Send to 2011B St.Laurent Blvd., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. I note from this Issue that
Wargamer's Newsletter has been nominated as one of four for the Best Magazine In the Charles Roberts
Awards for 1977.

LONE WARRIOR - July 1978. Journal of the Solo Wargamers Association, as always It contains en
thusiastic, chatty articles - this Issue has Rules for Medieval Jousting; Alternate Movement World
War Two; Skirmish Wargamlng; Realism In Wargamlng; Fringe Campaigning; Questlonalre on role of the
Association; Napoleonic Battle Report; Letters, Reviews, etc.

EVOLUTIONARY STEPS IN WARGAMING - Continued from Page IS

looks like a farmhouse (buttons In the roof with paper tape coming up the chimney!)

Anyway, be that as It Is, do not think of dashing down the street to buy one of these things un
less you just happen to have about £500 to spare! But the Ideal use for such a machine could be at a
convention, where, as was recently suggested, there Is an umpire to each game with the calculation
programmes and the players can simply move and order firing. On the other hand you may be lucky
enough to be able to beg, borrow or steal one of these machines on those weekends when you are having
a game.

So, will we be seeing more of these Fantasy wargame machines on your Ancient battlefields? I
would guess that It will not be for you awhile (breathe again Don!) and certainly not until the paper
tape comes up the chimney.

The HP-97 Programmable
Printing Calculator
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SAPP3RS RE-POM
Public Relations
HQ 1st Division
BPPO 32

In two separate parades at Nienburg and Munsterlager Royal Engineers

in the 1st British Corps area marked their re-formation as a result of

restructuring.

At Nienbtirg 21 Engineer Regiment formed up on the square at Assaye

Barracks for a brief 15 minute appearance before being allowed to march

off parade for the last time by Major-General Barry Pollard, Chief Engineer

British Army of the Rhine. As the 3 Squadrons marched off parade, the 5

Squadrons of 1st Armoured Division Engineer Regiment marched on. The Chief

Engineer inspected the new regiment and took the salute at the march and

drive past.

At Munsterlager 26 and 31 Armoured Engineer Squadrons amalgamated to

form 26 Corps Armoured Engineer Squadron. At this parade the armoured

squadrons formed up before Brigadier John Groom, Commander Corps Royal

Engineers, who was the inspecting officer.

—— i
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On parade at liunsterlager - the aimoured bridging equipment of the two
squadrons before they came together on parade to amalgamate.

THE NEW MODEL SOLDIER SHOP ?
25mm Armies and Forces

162 INFIRMARY ROAD,
SHEFFIELD, 863 DH. Tei: 77966

Our comprehensive Service has now been extended to include many more
armies and forces. Existing lists have been revised and improved. Individual
army lists 7p each plus s.a.e.
COMPLETE CATALOGUE AVAILABLE, 68p post paid.

Armies by Minifigs, Greenwood & Ball & Lamming £19.95 each.
Post paid U.K. only. Minimum of 150 pieces.

Renassiance armies by Hinchliffe £21.96 each.

Overseas add 25% Postage & Packing Opening Hours;
Artillery Units £1.10 extra each Monday-Friday 9.30am-5.00pm
Chariots 98p extra each Closed all day Wednesday
Elephants £1.10 extra each Saturday 9.30am-2.30pm

Stockists of too many manufacturers to mention.
Armies are detailed to Regiments/Units including Officers, Standard
Bearers, Musicians, Cavalry & Personality figures where available.

ANCIENTS
1 Egyptian
2 Assyrian
3 Greek
4 Persian
5 Seleucid
6 Carthaginian
7 Caesarian Roman
8 British
9 Later Roman

10 Sassanid Persian
11 Byzantine
12 Arabs
13 Carolingian
14 Viking
15 Norman
16 Saxon
17 Chinese
18 Samurai

FANTASY
19 Sword & Scorcery
20 Dungeons S

Dragons

MEDIEVAL
21 Crusader
22 H.Y.W. English
23 H.y.W. French
24 War of Roses

RENAISSANCE
25 Polish
26 Turkish
27 Holy Roman Empire

FRENCH WARS
OF RELIGION
28 Hugenot
29 Catholic

THIRTY YEARS WAR
30 Swedish
31 Imperial

ENGLISH CIVILWAR
32 Roundheads
33 Cavalier

MALBURIAN
34 British
35 French

SEVEN YEARS WAR
36 English
37 Prussian

AMERICAN WAR
OF INDEPENDENCE
38 American
39 British

NAPOLEONIC
40 British
41 French
42 Russian
43 Prussian
44 Austrian
45 Bavarian Wurtemburg

COLONIAL
46 British
47 Indian

AMERICAN CIVIL
WAR
48 Federal
49 Confederate

15mm
50 Royalist
51 Roundhead



Al Charles

54mm
Fantastlcs!

A second interplanetary
piece from Al.
This model shows a

woman warrior, pistol armed,
astride one of the

fierce reptilian j
creatures of /
Almira. //

Garrison 25mm

/ Sanderson ^
54 and 80mm

RE14:- Germanic Auxiliary (Roman)
with javelins

GH4:- Ghaznavid light crossbowman
\  GH8;- Ghaznavid Arab med. or
\  light spearman
\  7A8:- Hungarian officer
\  (7 years war)

 More \
/  superb and \
/  intriguing items from Cliff. \

/  SSN - "the Provincial Governor" \
/  \ m(
/  An unbearably smug and sinister gentleman \
/ reclining on a litter arrives at the Queen's court borne \
/by four girl slaves. The girls bear the lion skin headressesX
/  marking them as servants'to the Black Queen. \
/  Model comprises 4 girls (all differing) a lavishly trapped \
'  litter with dragon motif and the visiting potentate. \

SSN - £9.95

SSQ - Girl standard bearer: 1.95
SSPA - Girl guard with spear: 1.70
SSPB - Girl guard with sword: 1.70

These three complement SSN and form a complete procession
and

A new lady In 80mm!
SAN 80G7: A lovely lady clad in Basque, stockings, and negligee.

A most daring and beautiful piece.
£3.25

Coming
next

month;

Ghaznavid

Cavalry
and soon;

more medievals!

and; WWII
in 20mm I\ Above

figures
at

13p
each

Illustrated catalogue 82p (inc. P.P.)
Orders over £10 Post Free

Orders under £10 add 10%

Please send a S.A.E. for letters
requiring a reply.

In USA:

Coulter-Bennet Ltd.,
12158 Hamlin St., North Hollywood,
Calif. 91606.

In Australia:

Truescale Model Imports,
P.O. Box 36, Gsborne Park, Western
Australia 6017.

GREENWOOD
(^BALL LTD
61 WESTBURY STREET,

THORNABY-ON-TEES.

TEESSIDE.

Portsmouth
We Stock

Sanderson

Phoenix : V..'

Historex

Rose . .

Hiiicliliffe . .;

Series 77 -

Tradition

Poste Militaire

Dek

Lasset ■

Men O'War . v,

Stadden Collection
Heafne Originals
Dragoon Models .
Sovereign
Ensign " '
Mi not

Realmodels

Labayen
Jupiter Models

W.M.H. Models

Open Warn. —5.30p.m. Man. to Sat., Wa.m to Ip.mWed,

2 Fratton Road, Fratton, Portsmouth, Hants.. P015BX
Terephdne:' Portsmouth 755108 ,
Mail Order Enquiries Welcome.

SPACE WARGAME MODELS
Original Metal Space Ships designed by Willi Brieker

ES1 Explorer Vehicle Hover Type 25p
ES2 Explorer Vehicle Tracked Type 25p
ESS Flying Saucer Scout Ship 25p
ES4 Fighter-Recce Ship ...25p
ES5 Interstellar Patrol Vessel 25p
ESS Deep Space Assault Vessel 25p
ES7 Hunter-Destroyer Ship lOp
ESS Bat Fighter-Recce Ship lOp
ES9 Interceptor Fighter 7p
ES10 Large Flying Saucer Warship 55p

Postage 10% Minimum lOp U.K
S.A.E. for List : TRADE TERMS

AIRCRAFT in MINIATURE

170 Various Types

U.S.A. — U.K. — U.S.S.R.

GERMANY — ITALY — JAPAN

MODERN and WWII AIRCRAFT

1/1250 Scale Metal Models

S.A.E. for full listings

MODEL FIGURES & HOBBIES
4 LOWER BALLOO RD.. GROOMSPORT. Co. DOWN, BT19 2LU, N.I.



THE NEW
MODEL ARMY (MINIATURES) LTD

Directors: Eric W. Knowles and Ivy B. Knowles
373 HIGH STREET NORTH, MANOR PARK LONDON, E12 6PG. Telephone; 01472 2508

HOURS OF BUSINESS; 9.30am—6pm. MON. TO SAT.—CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY.

SPECIAUSINC Tor WARGAMERS & MIUTARY HGURE COIUCTORS
THE FRIENDLY SHOP WITH THE LARGEST WARGAMES FIGURES STOCK IN LONDON

Figures by:
HINCHLIFFE
MINIATURE

FIGURINES
LAMMING
PHOENIX
MINOT
LASSET
ROSE
OLD GUARD
GARRISON
RAY LAMB

How to find us

Ships by:
NAVWAR
ENSIGN
FLEETLINE

Micro Tanks by:
GHQ
ROS

Micro Scenery by:
M.B.G. &
CANNON

MINIATURES

RUSKIN ARMS
PUBUCHOUSE

2 ■
W5H SI NORTH

EAST HAM
DISTRICT LINE

■e-

NEWMOOEL
ARMY I I
No373

101 Bus route passes door

FULL RAUee OF PLASTIC KITS
AMD ALL AOCBSSORIES

LIMITED STOCKS OF MINI FIG "S"
PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST

RANGE

WE DO NOT HAVE ONE COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE
OF ALL THE MANY ITEMS WE STOCK.

ENQUIRIES WELCOME BUT PLEASE ENCLOSE SAE or
IRC FOR REPLY.

MAIL ORDER TERMS: 25p up to £3 and lOp in £ or
part of a £ thereafter. OVERSEAS: Surface add 30A.
Airmail add 60%.

MEDIEVAL WARGAMING
IN 15mm BY PETER LAING

F901 Longbowman shooting 5p M902 Charging knight
F9Q2 Longbowman marching 5p (lance caparison) lOp
F903 Man at arms marching 5p M903 Charging knight, sword lOp
F904 Man at arms standing, spear 5p M904 Mounted knight
F905 Crossbowman shooting 5p (Macecaparison) lOp
F906 Crossbowman loading 5p M905 Mounted knight, war hammer lOp
F907> Dism Knight with glaive 5p M906 Mounted archer lOp
F909 Handgunner firing Sp M907 Mounted man at arms lOp
F910 Dism Knight with axe Sp M908 Mounted Herald lOp
F912 Standing spearman (Scot) Sp F209 Unarmoured inf. with sword Sp
F912 Kneeling spearman (Scot) Sp F212 Unarmoured inf. spearman
F913 Priest with cross Sp marching Sp
F914 Advancing spearman Sp F214 Unarmoured axeman Sp
F915 Dismounted Herald Sp F216 Unarmoured crossbowman Sp
A901 Small bombard Sp A201 Mangonel ISp
A902 Cannon on elev. mount 15p A202 Man with lever Sp
A903 Cannon on fixed mount ISp A203 Two men with missile lOp
A904 Kneeling gunner Sp A416 Ballista ISp
A905 Standing gunner Sp A411a Ox cart, solid wheels ISp
A906 Ladder carrier (2 reqd.) Sp A411b Ox cart, spoked wheels ISp
A907 Ladder lOp A412 Draught ox (2 reqd.) lOp
A908 Man for climbing ladder Sp A413 Ox-cart driver Sp
A909 Battering ram lOp JOHN MITCHELL BUILDING SHEETS
A910 Bat. ram crew (2 reqd.) Sp Sheet 1 Cottage 36p
A911 Trebuchet 30p Sheet 2 Farmhouse & Barn 36p
A912 Siege tower (12 part kit) £2.00
M901 Mounted Knight Sheet 3 Castle Gate House 36p

(lance caparison) lOp Sheet 4 Castle Walls 36p

Please note that a// items listed in catalogue are available — no need to
request alternatives.

There are now nearly 600 15mm wargaming items by Peter Laing available
from Ancients through to World War 2. Besides foot & mounted figures,
transport & artillery are well represented. Send 12p in stamps now for full

list and sample figure (state preference).

Cash with Order. Packing and Postage extra.
Orders up to and including £1 please add 14p

£2 "  17

ANCIENT WARGAMING FIGURES
IN 15mm BY PETER LAING

Orders of £6 and over POST FREE Overseas add 25% (Air Mail) min. C1

PETER LAING
Minden, Sutton St. Nicholas, Hereford HR1 3BD

Tel. 518 (STD 043 272)

p
£3 •  20p
£4 ■  23p
£5 *• 24p
£6 •  27p

F401 Greek Hoplite 5p F430 Pictish Javalinman 5p
F402 Persian Immortal 5p F431 Frankish Spearman 5p
F403 Mede infantry 5p F432 Frankish Axeman Sp
F404 Persian Infantry with spear 5p F433 Phrygian Spearman Sp
F405 Greek Archer 5p F434 Phrygian Axeman 6p
F406 Thracian Peitast with spear 5p F462 Assyrian slinger Sp
F407 Greek Cymnet 5p F463 Assyrian aux. archer Sp
F408 Persian Archer Sp F464 Persian inf. shield & sword sp
F409 Greek Slinger Sp F483 Macedonian Phalangite Sp
F411 Spartan Hoplite 5p F484 Mercenary Peitast with ThUreos Sp^
F412 Theban Hcplite Sp F485 Thracian Peitast with
F413 Assyrian Archer Sp Rhomphaia sp
F414 Assyrian shield bearer sp M401 Persian horseman lOp
F415 Assyrian heavy infantry Sp M402 Greek horseman lOp
F416 Assyrian light infantry Sp M403 Scythian mounted archer lOp
F417 imp Roman legionary marching sp M404 Catphract lOp
F418 Imp Roman standard Sp M405 Assyrian cav lOp
F419 Imp Roman trumpeter 5ff M406 Mounted Roman Officer 10p
F420 Imp Roman centurian marching Sp M407 Gallic cav 10p
F421 Imp Roman legionary standing Sp M411 Pictish cav lOp
F422 Imp Roman centurion standing 5r M412 2nd cent Roman heavy cav lOp
F423 Gallic Chieftain, standard Sp M416 Assyrian Med horse archer lOp
F424 Brit Chieftain Sp A401 Persian chariot ISp
F425 Gallic infantry, raised spear Sp A402 Persian chariot crew lOp
F426 Gallic infantry marching Sp A408 British chariot ISp
F427 Gallic musician Sp A409 Brit chariot crew lOp
F428 Pictish Spearman Sp A414 Assyrian chariot ISp
F429 Pictish Archer Sp A415 Assyrian chariot crew lOp

A410 Galloping chariot horse lOp

Send 12p for sample and list of nearly 6(X) items. Ancients — Dark Ages — Medievals
ECW —. Marlburian - AWI — Crimean — A.C.W. — Colonial — World War 1

U. S. A.

U.S. Wargamers can obtain PETER LAING's metal IBmm tlgures itirough
the (ollowing dealois

Soldier World, USA. P.O. Box375 Shrewsbury, PA 17361
Tlio Three MusQueleeis 10531 Samana St. Lakeside. CA 92040

Thor's TOO {TecllcelOperellons Center) Box 297, Ft. Meada MD 20755
The Little Soldier 1776 Plaja, 1776 East Jetterson St., Rockvllle, MO 20852

Royel Hobby Shop 3806 East State Street. Rocktord, ILL 61107

AUSTRALIA
sols agents

Bettltlleld P.O. Box 47 Wahroonga 2076 Australia



IF YOU WANT MODELS OF OUTSTANDING QUALITY -

WE HAVETHEM

GET YOUR FIGURES FOR WARGAMING AND DIORAMAS FROM

Ijanming jUmiaturts
- RENOWNED FOR QUALITY -

ANCIENTS - ROMANS - MEDIEVALS - NAPOLEONICS, ETC. IN 25mm.
WW II BRITISH - GERMAN - AMERICAN IN 20mm.

ALL SUPERBLY CAST IN HIGH QUALITY METAL IN FINEST DETAIL.

For complete catalogue send 30p (Overseas 50p) to:

254 WINCOLMLEE, HULL, HU2 OPZ.

MEDIEVAL CAMPAIGN & BATTLE RULES & MAPS.

us and Canadian Stockists:

C.S. & D. INC., 731 S. University Blvd., Denver, Colorado 80209.
C.H. Johnson, 907 Washington Ave., Belmar, Wall Township, N.J. 07719.

Soldier World, 20 Virginia Ave., Shrewsbury, P.A. 17361.
Armands Armadas/Ship Shop, 114 Main St., Annapolis, M.D. 21401.

Balboa Game Co., The War House, 630 W. Willow, Long Beach, C.A. 90806.
D. Frost, 11516, 41 Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T6J0V1.
Vancouver Soldier Shop, 1092 Richard St., Vancouver, B.C.

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Personally Inscribed to YOU, signed
by the author. Send cash with order to Wargamer's Newsletter, 69
Hill Lane, Southampton SOl 5AD, All prices below are for U.K. only
- overseas buyers (whether in sterling or their own currency) please
add 10^
WARGAMES - £4.20p. NAVAL WARGAMES - £5.60p. ADVANCED ¥ARGAMES -
£3.25p. WARGAMES CAMPAIGNS - £3.^5p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES -
Vol.1 3000 BG to 1500 AD' - £4.35p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.
II I420-I783 - £3.75p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.Ill 1792-
1859 - £4.90p. WARGAMES" THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.IV 1863-19^5 - L 6.00
'  BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS - £4.A5p. BATTLE NOTES FOR
WARGAMERS - £4.00p. WARGAMING ANCIENT AND MEDIAEVAL PERIODS -
£4.25p. WARGAMING - PIKE AND SHOT PERIODS - £5.00p. TANK BATTLES
IN MINIATURE - The Western Desert Campaign - £3.10p. SKIRMISH
WARGAMING - £3.20p. POITIERS 1356 - £l.^p. AT THEM WITH THE
BAYONET! - £I.65p. COLONIAL SMALL WARS I837-190I - £5.55p. CAPTAIN
CAREY'S BLUNDER - £3.75p. BETTER MILITARY MODELLING - £2.75p.
WARGAMERS HANDBOOK OF THE AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE 1775-1783 -

WARGAMING RULES: 1. Ancient Wargames (lOOO BC to 900 AD) by Tony
Bath. 2. Mediaeval period by Tony Bath. 3. 1750 Period in Europe
(with supplementary rules for operation in America) by Tony Bath.
4. Napoleonic by Donald Featherstone. 5. American Civil War by
Donald Featherstone. 6. Late 19th Century Wargames (incl. Colonial
Wars against Natives) by Donald Featherstone. 7- 1917 Period war-
game in German S.W. Africa (incl. rules for early tanks, armoured
cars, etc) by Donald Featherstonfi. 8. 1944 Normandy-type wargame
by Philip Barker. 9. Pike and Shot, - English Civil War by Donald
Featherstone.

40p each or the set of 9 for £3.00p including postage.
WARGAMES TERRAIN - illustrated booklet describing how to construct
realistic battlefields - 55p

ALL OBTAINABLE FROM THE EDITOR OF THIS MAGAZINE.



At Games Centre, we have over 2,500 different items always in stock, including every board
wargame, fantasy-game, rule book and magazine you've ever heard of — by S'.P.I., Avalon
Hill, Game Designers' Workshop, Battleline, Metagaming Concepts, T.S.R., Simulation De
sign Corporation, Historical Perspectives, Judge's Guild, Flying Buffalo, Excalibre, Jedco,
Chaosium, Control Box, Eon, Third Millennia, Balboa, Watts, Bumpus, Fantasy Games
Unlimited, Gamma, Taurus, Maplay, Sopac, Sym-war, Warthog, Zocchi and many more.

call in at one of our shops, you can be sure of friendly personal service, and expert advice.

16J Hanway Street
London W1A2LS

01-6368278

2 Castle Street

on w7a"2LS " Kingston Upon Thames i TO
68278 01-5496486 WARGAME^

Open six days a week — browsers welcome
Write for details of games by mail order — or see our advertisement each month in "Games & Puzzles" magazine.

HARROW
TELEPHONE;
01-863

9788

JACKLEX 20 mm foot 9p CAV
NEWl Mule drawn Maxim Gun and Crew £1.35
NEW! The Sudan Campaign
Colonial Supply Wagon with four horse team etc. £3.00

set
E6 Egyptian Camel Corps Trooper 35p
E7 Egyptian Camel Corps Off. 35p
F8 Baggara Swordsman on Camel 35p
F9 Baggara Rifleman on Camel 35p
FIG Baggara Standard Bearer on Camel 35p
F1 Hadendowah Swordsman
F2 Hadendowah Spearman
F3 Beja-Ben Amir Swordsman
El Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Advancing
E2 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Firing
E3 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Off.
E4 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf, Cav' Lancer
E5 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf, Cav' Off.
F4 Jrhadia Rifleman
F5 Jihadia Swordsman
F6 Spearman
F7 Standard Bearer

COLONIAL GATLING GUN AND THREE CREW 70p
COLONIAL MULE GUN TEAM SET
6 mules, 6 handlers, 1 mountain gun
Ammo Box's etc. £3.00

COLONIAL FIELD GUN AND LIMBER SET
1 field gun, limber, 6 horse team
horse riders, timber riders, etc.. £3.00

NAVAL BRIGADE

N1 Advancing
N2 Standing Firing
N3 Running Rifle Separate
N4 Off.

COLONIAL PERIOD 1890-1900 BRITISH ARMY
B1 Officer Marching
B2 Officer Firing Pistol
B3 Inf. Lying Firing
B4 Inf. Kneeling Firing

85 Inf. Standing Firing
86 Inf. Advancing
87 Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate
88 Inf. Marching
89 Highland Off. Marching
BIO Highland Off. Firing Pistol
B11 Highland Inf. Lying Firing
812 Highland Inf. Kneeling Firing
813 Highland Inf. Standing Firing
B14 Highland Inf. Advancing
B15 Highland Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate
816 Highland Inf.
BC1 Cavalry Officer
BC2 Cavalry Lancer
BC3 Cavalry Trooper
INDIAN ARMY REGULAR
817 Officer Marching
BIS Officer Firing Pistol
819 Infahtry Lying Firing
B20 Infantry Kneeling Firing
821 Infantry Standing Firing
B22 Infantry Advancing
823 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
B24 Infantry Marching
B25 Infantry (Punjabi) on Guard
BC4 Cav' (Bengal) Lancer
ZULU WAR
BRITISH ARMY
821 Officer Marching
BZ2 Officer Firing Pistol
BZ3 Infantry Lying Firing
BZ4 Infantry Kneeling Firing
BZ5 Infantry Standing Firing
BZ6 Infantry Advancing
BZ7 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
BZ8 Infantry Marching
ZULUS
ZZ1 Zulu Chief
ZZ2 Zulu (Carrying Assagi
ZZ3 Zulu Throwing Assagi
INDIAN FRONTIER TRIBESMAN
T1 Chief
T2 Tribesman Lying Firing

THE MODEL SHOP
190-194 STATION ROAD
HARROW, MIDDX.

T3 Tribesman Kneeling Firing
T4 Tribesman Standing Firing
T5 Tribesman Charging with Sword & Shield
TCI Cavalry Chief
TC2 Cavalry Charging with Sword
TC3 Cavalry Charging with Rifle
TC4 Cavalry Charging with Rifle slung
RUSSIAN ARMY 1900

R1 Infantry On Guard Position
R2 Infantry Standing Firing
R3 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
R4 Infantry Advancing
R5 Infantry Officer Firing
R6 Cavalry Trooper
R7 Cavalry Officer
R8 Cossack Lancer
R9 Cossack Off.

Colonial Field Gun 60p
Colonial Mountain Gun 60p
Colonial Gun Crew (British) Consisting of 1 Officer. 1
Gunner with shell, 1 Gunner with Ramrod, 1 Gunner
Kneeling. Set gOp
Colonial G un Crew (Indian) Consisting of 1 Officer Looking
through Binoculars
1 Gunner Kneeling with Shell
1 Gunner Kneeling with Ramrod
1 Gunner Kneeling. Set 60p
FIRST WORLD WAR

GERMAN ARMY
HI Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H2 Infantry Advancing
H3 Infantry Standing Firing
H4 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H5 Infantry Officer
BRITISH ARMY
H6 Infantry Advancing
H7 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H8 Infantry Standing Firing
H9 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H10 Infantry Officer
All First War Figures wearing steel helmets.

Mail Order: Add 20p p. & p. up to £5. Over, post free U.K. only



MINIATURE WARFARE LTD. 18b The Pantiles,
Tunbridge Wells, Kent, England, ct.weils 37624]

Yehicles with combat units, etc. for wargamers.

fTOTE} * ¥e apologise for typing errors, due to rush to meet the printerfis deadline for June I

ORDERS MUST STATE NUMRER & TITLE OF EACH PACK, & INCLUDE CUST PLUS
PACKING &PUSTAGE. ( U.K. Orders £10 or over no charge. Under £10 add 10^ in the £.

Europe all orders add 15^ in £, Overseas Sea Mail 20^ in £.
Overseas Air Eail add 405^0 in £, As we are closed from June 7th to 21 st inclusive for
RE^ORGAUISATION & Extension of Premises there be some (

ARMT CORPS OF WORLD

Roman Cavalry" (approz 54 figs/pi
60 figs/pieces,
"Tvro Siege Towers" (complete with figures),

NO 1563 "The Wehimacht" (64 figs/pieces) - 1564* "The
^  .V )- 1565. "The Commandos"(AlUed) (64 figs/

pices), - t566 "The Red Aimy (Soviets) (92 figs/pieces). - 1567. "The Italian Alpine Corps"
(72 figs/pieces), - 1568 "The Frogmen"- can be adapted for any nation - (60 figs/pieces), -
1569. "The Afrika Korps" (l24 figs pieces), - 1570. "The Indian Army", Hindus, (72 figs/
pieces). - 1571 "The Bersaglieri", Italian, (72 figs/pieces), - 1572, "The Japanese Ani(y"
(64 figs/pieces). - 1575. "The American Army",(68 figs/pieces). - 1574. " American Airborne
Troops" (60 figs/pieces).
COMING SOON I 'Atlantic' r

1569. "The Afrika Korps" (l24 figs pieces), - 1570. "The Indian Army", Hindus, (72 figs/

English Amy" (72 figs/pieces

of HO scale Armouired Yehicles. and Dior Sets of Armoured

FULL-SCALE TRIREIfflS,. approz £10,

ROmi FIGURE PACKS 95n; No 1515. "The Roman Army" (approz 64 infantry figs), - 1516. "Thh
Roman Cavalry" (approz 54 figs/pieces) - 1517 "The Gladiators" (approz

60 figs/pieces),- DIORAI-IA SETS at £3-25p. "Three Siege Catapults" (complete with figures), -

SUPERR HO SCALE WARGAMES FIGURES FROM ITALY/
Probably the finest detailed PLASTIC figures in HO scale you have yet seen - Clean sharp
moulding for easier painting - Wide variety of action postures & equipment in every pack -
Historical data, diagrams and colour guides - Equipment items 'clip' together for easy
assembly - Average cost of 1^ perfigure, or less, represents real value for money i

COI-IPLETE RANGE NOT YET AYAILABLE HT U.K. BUT WILL BE YERY SOON. MEANWHILE WE OFFER
FOLLOWING TITLES FROM STOCK, DIRECT SALE OR MAIL ORDER, THEY COME IN 'FIGURE PACKS AT 95n
EACH. OR 'DIORAMA SETS' AT £3-25p EACH, QUANTITY OF FIGURES/ PIECES IN EACH IS INDICATED IN
BRACKETS AFTER TITLE BELOW,

EGYPTIAN FIGURE PACKS 950: H^.1501, "Pharoahs Court" (60 asstd figs) - 1502. *Phe Egyptian
Army" (62 infantry) - ''503. "The Egj^tian Cavalry" (88 figs/

pieces incl, Charoits), DIORAMA SETS at £3-25p. N®.1504. "The Sphinz" (91 figs/pieces)
1505. "Boats On The Nile" (67 figs/pieces incl, 2 boats) 1506, "The Pharoahs Ship" (88 figs/
pieces)

COMING SOON 1 N^1507, "The Pharoahs Palace" - a complete model with 292 pieces/figs, annroz £10

GREEK FIGURE PACKS 95v: N° 1508, "Gredc Life In AciX)polis" (66 assorted figs) - 1509. "The
Greek Amy" (66 infantry figs) - 1510, "The Greek Cavalry" (54 figs/

pieces) - 1511. "The Trojan Army" (64 figs/pieces). DIORAMA SETS at £3-25p. 1512.The Ulysees
),-1513. "The Trojan Horse" (79 figs/pieces incl. Horse)Legend" (95 figs/pieces

,, QUANTITY OF FIGURES/ PIECES IN EACH IS INDICATED IN

COMING SOON i 1514. "The Greek Warfleet", a comnlete model set with 326 figs/oieces, with 2

MINIATURE WARFARE LTD NOW PRESENTS



(Incorporating Chas. C. Stadden Miniatures Reg.)

MORE NEW 90mm FIGURES

Heroes of the First Empire
BY JEFF WILLIS

CAST IN WHITE METAL THESE FIGURES ARE

AVAILABLE IN EASY-TO-ASSEMBLE KIT FORM

PRINCE JOSEPH ANTQINE PONIATOWSKI
IN LANCER UNIFORM

1813

PRICE £4.95 EACH

PLEASE ADD 10% POSTAGE U K

20% OVERSEAS

ALSO AVAILABLE PAINTED

AT £12.95 EACH

PLUS POSTAGE

PRINCE LOUIS BONAPARTE

(LATER KING OF HOLLAND)
COLONEL GENERAL OF CARABINIERS

1804-1806

MARSHAL BESSIERES MARSHALL LANNES
COLONEL-GENERAL OF THE CAVALRY OF THE GARDE UNIFORM OF THE CHASSEURS a CHEVAL OF THE GARDE

1809 1805

AIDE DE CAMP

TO MARSHAL PONIATOWSKI

1813

PAINTING

INSTRUCTIONS

INCLUDED

WITH EVERY

FIGURE

MARSHAL JOURDAN

COMMANDANT EN CHEF

1804-1807

GENERAL DESVAUX de SAINT-MAURICE
COLONEL COMMANDANT

HORSE ARTILLERY OF THE GARDE

1813

MARSHALL OUDINOT
IN CAMPAIGN DRESS

1804-1815

5A & 5B SHEPHERD STREET ■ MAYFAIR ■ LONDON W1 • Tel: 01-493 7452

DESLITH (Print Si Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


